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Evaluation and Error Analysis for a Solar Thermal Receiver

Markus Pfánder
32 pp. 51 fig. 26 refs.

Abstract:

In the following study a complete balance over the REFOS receiver module, mounted on the tower power

plant CESA-1 at the Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA), is carried out. Additionally an error inspection of

the various measurement techniques used in the REFOS project is made. Especially the flux measurement

system Prohermes that is used to determine the total entry power of the receiver module and known as a

major error source is analysed in detail. Simulations and experiments on the particular instruments are used

to determine and quantify possible error sources. After discovering the origin of the errors they are reduced

and included in the error calculation. The ultímate result is presented as an overall efficiency of the receiver

module in dependence on the flux density at the receiver module's entry plañe and the receiver operating

temperature.

Análisis de Incertidumbres en la Evaluación de un Receptor Solar Térmico

Markus Pfánder
32 pp. 51 fig. 26 refs.

Resumen:

En el siguiente estudio se ha realizado un balance completo sobre un módulo de receptor solar volumétrico

presurizado, REFOS, instalado en la torre solar CESA-1 de la Plataforma Solar de Almería del CIEMAT.

Adicionalmente se ha realizado una inspección de errores sobre las diversas técnicas de medida utilizadas

en el proyecto REFOS. Especialmente el sistema para medida de flujo solar Prohermes, utilizado para la

determinación de la potencia solar incidente sobre la apertura del módulo receptor, es analizado en detalle.

Simulaciones y experimentos con los instrumentos particulares utilizados para determinar y cuantificar fuentes

de errores posibles. Después de descubrir el origen de los errores, éstos son reducidos e incluidos en la

evaluación. El resultado final es presentado como eficacia total del módulo receptor dependiendo del flujo

solar incidente y de la temperatura operativa.
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1 Introduction

Due to the worldwide increasing energy consumption and the environmental

challenge associated with this growth, an ecological responsible energy supply

becomes more and more urgent. A focal point of the debate about the effects of

energy related emissions on the environment is the demand for renewable

technologies such as solar power. The abilityfor utilization of solar energy can be

divided in three main methods. The use of secondary effects of radiation in natural

systems like wind, hydro energy and biomass, the direct conversión of solar radiation

to electricity in photovoltaics and the transformation of solar radiation in heat to be

used in thermodynamic cycles. Whereas photovoltaic power generation is often

viewed as the principal solar technology, solar thermal as a future solution for a

deán energy supply gets often incorrectly into oblivion.

The generation of electricity in solar thermal power plants started in the early

seventies with the oil crisis and the intention to reduce the dependency on limited

fossil primary energy. Since then several concepts have been developed in solar test

facilities like the Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA) Almeria/Spain. As first solar

power plants that are operated with profit, parabolic trough systems with a total of

more than 350 MWe have been applied commercially in California (USA) since the

mid 1980s. However, up to now there was no breakthrough of solar thermal

technologies. The falling oil pnces and the lack of political support hindered an entry

in the worldwide energy market.

Recently, the integration of solar thermal power technology in conventional power

plants gained again on importance. Studies have shown that the integration of solar

thermal systems ¡n advanced conventional power plants, especially to combined

cycles (CC) plants, can push the solar thermal technology closer to market

introduction [2]. A special significance in this new concept will have the central

receiver technology. The high air temperatures reached in pressurised solar

receivers mounted on power towers can be coupled directly into a gas turbine of a

combined cycle process. That retums higher efficiencies and therefore offers

significant advantages over other solar power plant concepts [2]. To use this

advantage, the Institute of Technical Thermodynamics of the Germán Aerospace

Centre (DLR) in Stuttgart developed a pressurised solar receiver (REFOS) operating

with air as transfer médium at 15 bar and an outlet temperature of app. 800°C [3] [6].

1
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The research project (REFOS) was founded by the Germán BMBF and originally

planned as a four-year program with testing of three modules in series, but

shortened in 1998 to the test of a single module. During an extensive test program

carried out at the PSA through 1998/99 the complete receiver module consisting of a

secondary concentrator and an absorber has been tested while approaching the

nominal operating condition that was reached in July 1999.

In the following study a complete balance over the receiver module at different

operation conditions is carried out. Additionally an error inspection ¡s made of the

various measurement techniques used ¡n the REFOS project. Especially the flux

measurement system Prohermes that ¡s used to determine the total entry power at

the receiver module is analysed in detail. The purpose is to lócate possible sources

of errors of the measurement system by simulations and experiments on the

particular instruments and measurement techniques. After discover the origin of the

errors they are reduced and included ¡n the error calculation. The ultímate result is

presented as an overall efficiency of the receiver module in dependence on the flux

density at the receiver module's entry plañe and the receiver operating temperature.

The behaviour of the system efficiency under different conditions is essential for

gaining exact design data for solar plants, for the improvement of the REFOS

receiver and the comparison of the system with other concepts of solar thermal

power generation.
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2 Solar Thermal Power Generaíion

2.1 General Overview

Concentrating solar power (CSP) systems convert the sun's energy to heat by using

mirrors to collect and concéntrate the solar radiation onto a receiver, which absorbs

the radiant energy and transfers it ¡nto a suitable fluid. As these solar concentrating

technologies depend on the direct normal (i.e. non-diffuse) irradiation (DNI) the

utilisation is from economic reasons restricted to sun rich áreas with at least 2000

kWh DNI per square meter and year. These conditions are given within the Sunbelt

between the 40th north and south degree of latitude where Solar Thermal Power

plants appearto be economical [1].

The final step of generating electricity out of the hot fluid is ¡dentical to a fossil-fired

power plant. The fact that solar heat is compatible with any other heat source is an

important advantage of the solar thermal. In combined systems that are usually

called hybrid systems, periods with low solar irradiation can be covered by a fossil

fuel heat source. Electricity of solar thermal power stations with primary solar

operation costs today dependent on location and conditions app. 8 to 15 € per kWh

[4]. However, the latest concept plans trace a different strategy. A conventional

power plant with a relatively small solar part (in general <40%) as "fuel saver" can be

used in médium- or even base-load operation in order to distribute the solar

investment costs among a larger amount of produced electricity [2]. This lowers the

financial risk and makes it possible to fulfil the duties of the electricity supplier at

every time, ¡ndependent of the position of the sun.

2.2 Concentraíing technologies

The type of concentrator that is being used usually characterises the concentrating

solar power system. In the following an outline of the three main concepts of the

CSP technology shall be given. The actual state will be shown and some examples

of actual development lines are presented.
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Receíver
Concentraíof

Small point-focus system

Small point-focus systems use parabolic reflectors in the shape of a dish to reflect

the incident radiation onto a receiver mounted at its focal point. Using the ideal

parabolic design for uniform radiation collection as well as tracking the sun in two

axes to keep the aperture always perpendicular to the sun, let the dishes achieve the

highest performance of all concentrator types. Due to the high concentration, flux

densities of 4MW/m2 and temperatures up to

3000 9C can be attained. However, as the

unit size is restricted to diameters of 10m to

25m because of aberration due to

construction defects with rising size, the

output power is limited by a máximum of

app. 50 kW. This implies that lower cost

reduction with size of a power plant is

expected than at other concentrating

concepts. On the other hand, the concept's modularity makes it ideal for small,

stand-alone application [5]. On the PSA Dish-Stirling-Systems are being operated

successfully since 1992 using a Stirling engine in the focal point for power

conversión.

Line-focus system

The line focus systems concéntrate the sun up to 80 times onto absorber tubes

running along a focal line in a parabolic shaped reflective trough. Therefore this

technique, which represents the most

simplified, but best developed of the solar

collector systems, is also referred to as

Parabolic Troughs. Heat can be produced in

a working médium (mostly heat transfer oil or

in advanced systems, water/steam) efficiently

up to 400 °C. This concept is well suited to

modularisation, collecting the energy in many

parallel rows. Therefore, as well as due to its

simplicity, this was the first of the concepts used in a solar thermal power plant.

Concentrator
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The under the ñame SEGS (Solar Electricity Generating System) known plants are

being operated in California since the mid 1980s. The SEGS plants with their

capacity of 354MWe have produced almost the half of the worldwide solar generated

electricity. At the PSA besides the proven concept with oil as transfer médium, a new

generation of troughs using water as working fluid is being tested. The advantage of

the DISS (Direct Solar Steam) concept is that steam can be produced directly in the

tube. Therefore the costs and the losses of the heat exchanger and the thermal oil

can be saved. This leads to an efficiency increase and investment cost reduction of

20% respectively, with which the electricity costs can be reduced up to 30% [5].

Large point focus systems

Large point focus systems or also called central receiver systems (CRS) use a big

number of parábolas that are represented by individually controlled sun tracking

mirrors. Each of these so-called Heliostats has a size of up to 200m2. Múltiple rows

of heliostats with different focal lengths

concéntrate the direct solar irradiation up to

1000 times onto a receiver located on a

u.u tt tower. There the sun heats up a transfer

médium, typically up to a range of 500 °C to

1000 °C, dependent on the concept used.

Such a system has been proven since 1982

at the 10MWe Solar One system installed

near Barstow (California).- The plant was later

in 1993 transferred to Solar Two using molten salt instead of pressurised

water/steam as working fluid. Furthermore various concepts with different heat

transfer médiums (Liquid sodium, molten salt, water/steam, air) have been tested in

several test facilities in Europe (Almería, Spain, Targasonne, France and Adrano,

Italy), Japan and Russia during the last two decades. Through the experience with

the tower power technology, better cheaper heliostats and advanced receiver

technologies were developed and meanwhile plants with an output power of more

than 200MWe are conceivable as altemative to conventional power

generation [1], [5]. The latest development in the central receiver technology is the

volumetric pressurised solar receiver (REFOS) on which this work was carried out

and that is therefore described more detailed in the following chapter.
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2.3 The REFOS Project

(Volumetric pressurised solar receiver for fossil fired gas turbine and combined cycle systems)

2.3.1 System Conception

The idea behind the construction of a new pressurised volumetric receiver was to

introduce the solar energy directly ¡nto a gas turbine of a combined cycle process.

Like mentioned before this offers significant advantage over other solar hybrid

concepts [2]. Higher efficiencies can be attained due to the higher temperature levéis

in a gas turbine and in addition it can be taken full advantage of the performance of

combined cycle processes. Compared to solar steam generation or other concepts

this results in less overall investment costs for the solar part. The solar heat can be

introduced into the gas turbine in two ways, which both could be realised with

pressurised volumetric receivers.

(a) solar preheating of the compressor discharge air before it enters the combustor

(b) solar reforming of natural gas to synthesis gas which is then fired in the

combustor

The REFOS concept uses the first of the two concepts. However, as the two

concepts have much in common with respect to the receiver technology, the testing

emphasis was besides solar air preheating as well basic research on aspects of

solar methane reforming [3]. Figure 2.3.1 shows the scheme of the solar air

preheating system combined with a CC plant.

Receiver

Heliostat
Field

Gas
Turbine Steam Cycle

Figure 2.3 A: Solar air preheating system (source PSA/DLR)
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The essential component for solar air preheating of gas turbines is the receiver

module. Such a module consists of an absorber with a pre-connected secondary

concentrator. The secondary concentrator has a hexagonal entry plañe, which allows

installing the modules in a honeycomb structure to cover the complete focal spot.

Figure 2.3.2 shows a schematic receiver cluster based on seven modules.

Secondary
Concentrator

Figure 2.3.2: Modular receiver configuration (source PSA/DLR)

2.3.2 The REFOS Receiver

The volumetric receiver unit includes the volumetric absorber and a domed quartz

window. A scheme of the receiver and the secondary is illustrated in figure 2.3.2.

The volumetric absorber consists of 11 layers of a high temperature resistant wire

cloth, which shows a high absorptivity. The aperture of the receiver vessel is closed

by a quartz window to keep the operating pressure of 15 bar ¡n the vessel. The

window is of elliptic shape with a thickness of 8mm, a diameter of 620mm and a

height of 420mm. Extensive FEM analysis has been made on the quartz window to

determine a geometry of low stress which tolerates the pressure and the high

thermal demands. Whereas transmitting the short-wavelength solar radiation the

window appears almost opaque to long wave radiation. Therefore, the concentrated

solar radiation can enter the pressure vessel where barely heat radiation can pass

through the window.
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The window is supported on the so-called front flange and made airtight by a high

temperature resistant gasket. To avoid thermal losses the temperature of the

receiver housing is kept low by a corresponding insulation on the inside.

During operation the 15 bar compressed air enters through the inlet channel and

heats up about 150 K per module while passing through the absorber. In this way

with three modules the air gets heated up from 400 °C to app. 800 °C [6].

VGSSSl
secondary concentrator insulation gas inlet

^ > - * / ~3 o

- I 1 • ' V
V \ N 1

V
\ ~

• i \ * • * • 1

absorber window 9a s outlet

Figure 2.3.3: Scheme of Receiver with secondary Concentrator

2.3.3 The Secondary Conceníraíor

The secondary concentrator allows the better utilisation of the focal spot, protects the

receiver housing and serves for further concentration of the incident radiation. The

purpose of this component is to keep the effective receiver aperture small. Thus the

size of the quartz window and henee its stability demand are reduced, too.

Additionally, high flux densities and high temperatures can be attained with small

heat radiation losses due to a small emitting área.

With help of a ray-tracing program, the influence on the secondary efficieney by

splitting the analytic ideal parabolic shape into segments was analysed. The results

leaded to a design with a modified hexagonal CPC (Compound Parabolic

Concentrator) geometry with an acceptance angle of 20°. The secondary

concentrator is 1m in length and has a hexagonal entry plañe with an inner circle

diameter of 1.2m.

8
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In longitudinal direction five trapezoidal segments approached the parabolic contour.

The structure consists of plañe water-cooled aluminium plates with bonded black-

silvered glass mirrors. The fifth segment of the concentrator is integrated into the

steal flange of the vessel [6]. A schematic arrangement of the secondary

concentrator is illustrated in figure 2.3.3 and a photo of the latter can be seen in

figure 2.3.4.

x

Vi

. 7

Figure 2.3.4: REFOS secondary concentrator (source PSA/DLR)
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2.3.4 Pressurised air loop

From financial reasons, a closed pressurised air circuit instead of a gas turbine was

¡nstalled in the test unit. With this circuit, operation conditions could be created which

correspond to the coupling of the system with a gas turbine. The pressurised air loop

principally consists of the air circuit including the receiver vessel, heat exchanger,

blower and piping. The loop is integrated in a steel frame that can be positioned ¡n

maintenance or test position on its rails in the platform. Under operation the power

absorbed by the receiver heats up the air that is then cooled down by the heat

exchanger. The heated air enters from the receiver outlet to the test circuit, which

mainly consist of a water-cooled double jacket tube. Before a hot air blower forces

the air again in the receiver vessel, it is cooled down by about 150 K while flowing

through the circuit. The temperature rise of the cooling water is measured by thermo-

sensors (PT100) while simultaneously the cooling water mass flow is determined. In

this way the heat transferred from the air to the cooling water and thus in good

approach the energy absorbed by the receiver can be calculated. An overview of the

test circuit is presented in figure 2.3.5.

blower

Radial" ¡on
:V;.' protection shield

Receiver vessel '•

V". --. \ \
v

pressupized air

Exchanqer

~"~T~' warer heaf
; i ¡ exchanger

REFOS dosed ' '
cooling circuit • •• •• i '

ftSzüastiatsenSfiisld circuit £)d -Sscpnctary concsntrotcr circuit' WF -srf>iioB'Fltinge circuit'
h'X - vvtsr heot ex^hargsr crajit.'LC - Covlbs of rbe A ir loop.

Figure 2.3.5: REFOS system circuit for module test (source PSA/DLR)
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2.3.5 Central Receiver System CESA-1

The REFOS test module has been integrated into the CESA-1 tower at 60m-level,

into the opening of the former CESA steam-receiver and the HERMES-nose-cap

tests. The axis of the receiver is inclined by 35°, it hits the layer of the ground level

near heliostat n° 500. Figure 2.3.6 shows, which heliostats are integrated in the

REFOS testing. The nominal power of app. 1 MW is achieved by 72 heliostats of the

centre of the CESA-1 field. The máximum number of 93 heliostats is only applied

during lower irradiation levéis and less optimum sun position [3]. The heliostat aim-

points are distributed over four spots on the entrance aperture. In this way the

existence of the three originally planed modules is anticipated while there is only one

module installed at aim point 5. Water-cooled shields that protect the receiver

housing and the surrounding structure from the concentrated radiation cover the

remaining part of the total focus área. Figure 2.3.7 illustrates a sketch of the REFOS

entrance aperture and the focusing strategy.

Heliostats for REFOS

250

D 93 heliostats
0 72 heliostats
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150
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Figure 2.3.6: CESA-1 Heliostat field (source PSA/DLR)
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Figure 2.3.7: Sketch ofthe REFOS entrance aperture with focal points 2, 3, 4, 5
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3 Theory

In order to describe the later used measurement techniques mathematically and for

the evaluation of the measurement data, some definitions are needed. These will be

given with a brief theoretical background in the following chapters.

3.1 Heat Transfer

Between thermodynamic systems of different temperatures, a heat exchange is

taking place so that energy is emitted from the system at higher temperature to the

system at iower temperature. The total heat transfer can be split up in three different

mechanisms, the heat conduction, convection and the heat radiation. As each

particular kind of heat transfer obeys different laws of nature, it is useful to look at

them separately. However, it is not possible to sepárate totally the convection from

heat conduction as at a heat-ennitting surface the heat first has to seep into the

floating médium before convection can take place.

As the particles in solids are bound at fixed places, there only occurs heat

conduction through coupled lattice vibration1. In fluids besides conduction through a

transfer of oscillation energy of neighbouring molecules, it also comes to heat

transport in form of flows of heated parts of the fluid that occur without an influence

from outside. This process is called free convection while in a fluid forced in motion,

the heat transfer mechanism is named forced convection. In stagnant liquids, the

heat conduction is still dominant whereas in forced flows the convection is gaining on

importance with the flow velocity. Since the partióle density in gases is much less

than in fluids or solids, the number of collisions between particles decreases

significantly. Therefore in gases the convection and heat radiation between walls in

the gas volume become dominant and in general, conduction can be neglected.

1 Additionally in metáis, the conduction ¡s also possible in form of a transfer of kinetic energy of

free conduction electrons in colusión processes. In puré metáis, the heat conduction by electrons

is always about two magnitudes higher than the one through lattice vibrations.
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3.1.1 Heat Conduction

The increment of the inner energy c dm— of a volume element is according to

the first principie of thermodynamics equal to the energy admission of intemal heat

sources of the energy density / , plus the heat flux ̂ £¿4 through the surfaces of the

considered volume element.

d&
c dm — = fdV + i dA

dt J Jq
(3.1.1)

The heat capacity is denoted by c and dm=pdV stands for the mass in the regarded

volume element dV=dxdydz. A scheme of the balance over the volume element

where all heat fiuxes are exposed is shown in figure 3.1.1.

+ dz)

Figure 3.1.1 :tieat fiuxes through the surface of a volume element (source [7])

Looking at an infinitesimal volume element the heat flux densities can be expressed

with a Taylor series of the ioxmjq(x+dx)=j<!(x)+(djqxdx)ox.
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This leads to Fourier's differential equation for the heattransferthrough conduction.

ot [ ox oy oz J

The relation between the heat flux densityy, and the reason of a heat transport, the

temperature gradient grad S, ¡s represented by Fourier's equation of heat transfer.

jq=l(9) grad9 (3.1.3)

Where the proportionality constant 1(9) is the thermal conductivity. For metáis at

normal temperatures (9~20°C) the heat conductivity can be expressed according to

the Wiedmann-Franzian law as product of the electrical conductivity ^ the Lorenzian

numberí, and the absolute temperature Tof the material.

l(T) = L-T-x (3.1.4)

Since data readily available on the electrical conductivity valúes for metáis at various

temperatures, the Lorenz number provides a convenient rule of thumb for less

available thermal-conductivity valúes [8].

From the elimination of the heat flux densities in equation (3.1.2) with the relation of

(3.1.3), follows the conditional equation of the behaviour of the scalar temperature

field.

(3.1.5)
1(9) dt 1(9) 1(9) dx2 dy2 dz2

Forthe stationary case where d9/dt=0, the temperature field of the partial differential

equation for Cartesian co-ordinates can be found as

(3.1.6)

In cylindrical co-ordinates the Laplace operator V2 modifies and the steady state

relation changes to

(3.1.7)
1(9) 1(9) rdr{ dr) r dqr dz2
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With the assumption that no heat is conducted in z direction and that the radial

temperature field is symmetric, relation (3.1.8) can be reduced to a geometric one-

dimensional problem.

(3.1.8)
?,{&) rdr\ dr

The ordinary differential equation shall be solved here for later required case of a
O

constant power density ofthe heat source f = — = const that is distributed over
s

the depth s of the píate. Additionally the assumption is made that the thermal

conductivity is constant over the whole temperature range. Figure 3.1.2 shows a

scheme ofthe píate.

íf-

Figure 3.1.2:Scheme ofthe in the calculation regarded ring shaped píate

The solution can be found as

I9(|.) = C o + C ! lnr-£- í . (3.1.9)
4/t • s

For the case where the temperature at the surface of the cylinder is held constant

one boundary condition is found as

•SU,=¿* (3.1-10)

The second condition required for determining the constants Co and Ci follows of

symmetry reasons ofthe parabolic temperature field as

a &
JJ =0 (3.1.11)

(r=0)
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Appiying these boundary conditions, the solution results ¡n

&(,-) = $, + — ( j ? 2 - r 2 ) (3.1.12)

According to equation (3.1.3)the heat flux density follows as

Á r = - ^ = — (3.1.13)
dr s

Thus, the stationary heat flux ¡n a with a heat source of constant power density

cylinder píate results logically in the total power absorbed by the píate.

Q = j2nr-s = <$>-2xr (3.1.14)
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3.1.2 Convection

At the convective heat transfer, the heat transmission is taking place between two

thermodynamic systems that are in motion relative to each other. The convective

heat transfer between a wall and a liquid or gas respectively is shown in figure 3.1.3.

At free convection the motion appears because of buoyancy forces caused by a

temperature dependent density gradient while torced convection occurs under a

torced flow caused by ¡nfluences from outside the system.

The proportionality constant between the heat flux density jq and the temperature

gradient of the fluid and wall temperature ¡s defined as heat transfer coefficient aK.

J\=aA&F-&w) (3.1.15)

Adhesive forces between fluid and wall particles are the reason for the boundary

layer developed in the fluid directly in front of the wall. In this región the flow velocity

is zero and the heat has to be transferred from the wall to the flow by conduction.

Wall

boundary layer

Figure 3.1.3: Tempera ture profile ofthe convective heat

In this case, where the temperature field is moved with the flow, the computation of

Fourier's differential equation is extremely complex. Thus, in practice ccK is

determined experimentally. With time, various types of heat transfers have been

investigated and the results are summarised in dimensionless classification

numbers. Thus it is possible to transfer the experimentally derived heat transfer

coefficients to other systems, providing the geometric and hydrodynamic are similar.
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If it ¡s possible to find a model of classification numbers to describe the considered

system, the heat transfer coefficient aK can be calculated out of one of these

classification numbers called Nusselt number M/.

^ (3-1 -18)

As defined in the former section A is the heat conductivity and L is defined as

characteristic length that has to be chosen for each particular case of convective

heat transfer.

As the determination of the Nusselt number ¡s strongly dependent on the

specifications and the flow characteristics of the regarded structure, the relations for

the calculations performed later are then given directly for each particular case. In

general it can be said that Nu is calculated with different empirical relations, which

are dependent on the geometry of the heat transfer, property constants of the fluid

and the dimensionless Reynolds number and the Grashof number for forced and

free convection respectively. The Reynolds number corresponds to the ratio of the

forcé of inertia and the frictional forcé and gives evidence if the flow can be treated

laminar or turbulent and is defined as

Re = ̂  (3.1.17)

Where v is the flow velocity and v the kinematic viscosity. The distinction between

laminar and turbulent flows is essential as it has strong effects on the performance of

the heat transfer. The Grashof number characterises the free convection by

describing the ratio of buoyancy forcé and friction forcé of the regarded fluid. It is

defined as

(3.1.18)
V

Here g stands for the gravity constant, AT for the temperature difference between the

wall and the fluid. /? is the thermal exchange coefficient that for ideal gases and fluids

under atmospheric pressui

wall and fluid respectively.

under atmospheric pressure is /? = — — with 3m the average temperature of the
273 + Cr,,,
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3.1.3 Heat Radiation

As all surfaces at temperaturas T *0K are emitting energy through thermal radiation,

a heat transfer between two systems with different temperatures is taking place

caused by radiation heat exchange. According to the Stefan-Boltzman law the

specific irradiation Me of a grey temperature radiator is stated as

Me=saBTA (3.1.19)

CXB is the Stefan-Boltzman constant, T the absolute temperature of the emitting body

and s\he emissivity of radiating body.

To calcúlate the heat transfer through radiation the photometric principie has to be

integrated over the áreas of the emitting surfaces A¡ and A2. The radiation power

results as

®s=AxSlcpn(jX (3.1.20)

Thereby, the only geometry dependent part is summarised to the dimensionless

irradiation coefficient cp¡2.

1 rrCOS/3, COS

n A

rrCOS/3, COSfí, , 1 ,

Jf ^ H*dAxdA, (3.1.21)
i AA2

Here r is the distance between the surfaces A¡ and A2, /3¡ and /32 are the angles

between the radiation direction and the normal of the surface respectively. In

principie the radiation coefficient <p¡2 represents the part of the radiation of surface A¡

that interacts with the área A2.

Furthermore, the summation theorem is valid forthe radiation number

!>, =1 (3.1.22)

The regarded body characterised by A¡, e¡ and T¡ not only is emitting radiation to the

surface A2 but also absorbing the radiation power &e¡2 from that one. Thus, the heat

flow from the área A¡ of the higher absolute temperature T¡ to the área A2 with the

temperature T2 yields to

( ) (3.1.23)
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Where C¡2 ¡s defined as radiation exchange coefficient that can be calculated as

C - ^

l_(l_ f fYl-ff)^- 2 ( 3 - 1 ' 2 4 )

1 A2
 n

For a radiating element with e>0.9 equation (3.1.25) can be reduced to

Cn=sr£2-aB-<pl2 (3.1.25)

In complex structures the geometric irradiation number often cannot be calculated

exactly. Unless using the finite element method to calcúlate the interaction of small

parts of the system <p12 often has to be estimated

The information for the past chapters was mainly derived of physical handbooks [7]

and manuscripts of heat and mass transfer [9] [10].
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3.2 Error analysis

The measurement of physical quantities is always combined with errors. Error is

defined by Webster as " the difference between a calculated or observed valué x and

the true valué xw " [11]. Thus, the term error signifies a deviation of the result from

some "true" valué. As usually the true valué of a measurement variable is not known

and cannot be determined, ¡t is superseded with the average for all measurements

and an interval in which the true valué lies with a certain probability. The aim of each

error calculation is to determine this interval and so give a statement how much

confidence we can have in a experimental result.

There are different types of errors. Some sources of error act to produce a bias in

the result while others cause unpredictable fluctuations. Therefore, in discussing

experimental errors, it is useful to distinguish between systematic and statistic or

random errors. This distinction is important because a systematic bias cannot be

revealed or assessed by repeating the experiment, as the same systematic error will

occur repeatedly with each measurement. Different to this, random fluctuations arise

from unknown and unpredictable variations in conditions and will produce a different

error every time the experiment is repeated. For this reason, it is possible to assess

their importance by repeating the measurement and treating the results statistically.

There is another class of errors, which originates from serious mistakes in

computation and measurement. Fortunately, these sources of errors are usually

apparent either as obviously incorrect data points or as outcome, which is not

reasonably cióse to the expected result.

3.2.1 Systematic errors

Systematic errors are constant or only slowly changing deviations of the true valué,

caused by environmental influences, specific characteristics of the experimental

setup and the used instruments. This type of error, which is not easy to detect, and

for which the statistical analysis is generally not useful, often only can be estimated

from an analysis of the experimental conditions and techniques. The character of

systematic errors as well as suitable countermeasures cannot be treated in general,

as they strongly depend on the particular experiment. However, in some cases the

effects of systematic errors can be detected and eliminated ¡n the analysis provided,

that their origin is known in time.
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3.2.2 Statistic errors

The request for reproducibility ¡s never satisfied strictly. Even ¡f systematic errors can

be excepted or are known, random, statistical errors remain. The accuracy of an

experiment is generally dependent on how well it is possible to overeóme or analyse

random errors. The problem of reducing random errors is essentially one of

improving the experiment and refining the techniques as well as simply repeating the

experiment. In general, if the random errors result from instrumental uncertainties,

using more reliable and more precise measurement instruments can reduce them.

On the other hand, if the random errors result from statistical fluctuations of counting

finite numbers of events, they can be reduced by counting more events. The

following section will concéntrate on the fundamentáis and the theory used later for

the calculations in the data analysis. For a more detailed treatment of the theory of

the error anaiysis, it may be referred on mathematical handbooks of statistic and

stochastic[11], [12], [13].

Probability distribution

Assumed it is possible to neglect or correct for systematic errors, it can be expected

that on the average the measured data of an experiment will be distributed around

the correct valué. If an infinite number of measurements were made, it would be

possible to describe exactly the way in which the observed data points were

distributed. This is not achievable in practice, as in any experiment only a finite

number of measurements are made. From the observed data points a sample

frequeney distribution can be determined which describes the way in which those

measurement valúes are distributed over the range of all possible data points. The

shape and magnitude of this sample distribution are not exactly reproducible as they

change from sample to sample. However, it can be assumed that the measured data

represents an aliquot part from an infinite number of possible measurements, named

the parent population. Similar a probability distribution can be estimated for the

measurement data that determines the probability of getting any particular

observation in a measurement. This distribution is called the parent distribution.

Even if it is not possible to determine the quantity x exactly, in this way the parent

distribution and therefore the experiment with its result can be described as well as

possible.
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A histogram is a convenient method of graphing data to indícate simultaneously the

smoothly varying nature of the parent distribution and the fluctuating character of the

finite collection of data points. Figure 3.3.1 shows a histogram of fabricated data

points generated by a random number function. The data is represented by its

sample frequency distribution and the probability distribution of its parent population.
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Figure 3.2.1 :Histogram and actual parent distribution ofa data sample

The mean of the parent population ju ¡s defined as the limit of the sum of N

measurement x¡, divided by the number of determinations.

( 1 /V

= lim — Y x , (3.2.1)

The mean is therefore equivalent to the average of the parent population of the

quantity x. The median ju¡/2 is the valué for which, half of the observations will be

less than the median and half will be greater. In any given experimental

measurement, the most probable valué /jmax is defined as the one that is most likely

to be measured. For a symmetrical distribution the mean, median and most probable

valué are all equal by the symmetry of their definitions. In general, it can be said that

in most physical experiments a symmetric distribution can be derived as better as

more measurements are made.
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The deviation d¡ of any measurement x¡ from the mean /i of the parent distribution is

given as the difference between x¡ and /J.

d,=x,-ti (3.2.2)

A parameter, which is a more appropriate measure of the dispersión of observations,

is the standard deviation <x The standard deviation is the square root of the varíance

cr, which is defined as

a2 = lim
1=1

(3.2.3)

The standard deviation and the variance respectively characterise the uncertainties

associated with the experimental attempts to determine the true valué. In detail, for a

given number of observations, the uncertainty in determining the mean of the parent

distribution is proportional to the standard deviation of that distribution.

Various model distributions are common in Physics. The most important probability

distribution for use in statistical analysis of data, is the Gaussian or normal error

distribution. Mathematically, it approximates the more complex binomial distribution

for the special limiting case where the number of observations N becomes infinitely

large. Physically, however it is useful as it seems to describe the distribution of

random observations for most experiments, and, furthermore, it appears to have a

simple analytical form. The Gaussian distribution function with its mean ju and

standard deviation a expresses the probability Pc(x,/J, O) that a random observation of

a parent distribution would be x. It is defined as

eXP
1 x-ju

2 ~ .
(3.2.4)

The shape of the Gaussian distribution is illustrated in figure 3.2.1. It is a bell-shaped

curve, symmetric about the mean ¿u and normalised by the factor

probability of finding a valué x in the limits -<x> < x <+ao is one.

(3.2.5)
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The width of the curve is characterised by the full-with at half máximum (FWHM) that

¡s often only called halfwidth r. The variance cr is also measure for the half width r

and can be determined from the latter as

a2 =-^— (3.2.6)
81n2

It tums out that 68.3 % of the observed valúes appear in the interval /u±aand 95.4%

in the limit ¿¿±2 a For making this statistical observation, it is presupposed that the

mean // is known and so evidence can be given about the various measurements x¡.

In praxis, however, the situation is opposite. There, a discrete measurement valué x,

is observed and information about the mean of the parent population is required.

However, reversing the consideration it can also be said that the mean /u falls in the

interval x¡ ±cr with a statistical confidence of 68.3 % and in the interval x¡ ±2 cr with a

statistical confidence of 95.4 %. The statistical confidence determines therefore a

región in whích the mean lies with a certain probability.

Sample mean and sample standard deviation

According to the theory of Gauss, for measurements with a finite number of

observations it is possible to calcúlate estimated valúes for the mean ju and the

variance cr [11]. For a series of N measurements, the most probable estímate of the

mean ¡x is the sample mean or average x .

1 N

. (3.2.7)

Similar the best estímate of the parent standard deviation is given by the sample

standard deviation s that ¡s defined as the squares rout of the sample variance s2.

(3.2.8)
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The accuracy of a measurement method determines the width of the probability

distribution. Thus, the sample variance s, as being measure of the half width r of the

probability distribution, characterises the measurement precisión of the used

measurement technique. 5 can therefore not be advanced by measurement

repetition. For that purpose, the measurement technique has to be changed.

However, repetitions of measurement enhance the accuracy of the sample mean x

and the coincidence of the latterwith the mean /uoí the parent population.

The standard deviation ofthe sample mean Ax ¡s measure of that deviation between

the average x and the mean ¡i of actual parent population. Ax is defined as

(3.2.9)

According to the theory of the error of observation (t-distribution according Student,

alias W. S. Gosset )[7], are the confidence limits for the average for normal

distributed measurement data depended on the number of measurements and the

standard deviation of the experimental setup.

Upper confidence level p

x — x — t ' A Y
Lower confidence level: ' p (32102)

The factor tp is dependent on the number of measurement repetitions and the

demanded statistical confidence respectively. tp follows of the t-student-distribution

and can be calculated using the mathematical methods of statistics. There is no

general arrangement which statistical confidence has to be chosen for the donation

of experimental results and their error. However, in this work, as general in Physics,

¡s relied on a statistical confidence of Pc = 68.3%. In that case, tp is one for N > 10

and the measurement uncertainty corresponds to the standard deviation of the

sample mean Ax .
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Finaliy, the outcome of N measurements of the measurement variable x with

measurement method that ¡s ¡dentified by the sample standard deviation 5 can be

stated in the form

(3.2.11)

From equation (3.2.11) foliows that the measurement uncertainty only decreases

with the square root of the measurements. Therefore, reputations of measurements

enhance the measurement accuracy only up to a point.

The error of a measurement can be denoted absolute as in equation (3.2.11) or

relative. As absolute error information does not contain information about the quality

of the experiment, for comparison of measurement techniques the latter notation is

often preferred. The relative error is always related to the arithmetic average and

given in percent specifications.

jt = 5 f ± f ^ l % (3-2.12)
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3.2.3 Error propagation

The desired result of a physical experiment often is not the directly measured

quantity, but must be derived from one ore more measurement variables. Thus, ¡t is

¡mportant to know how to get from the uncertainty in some quantity x to the

corresponding ¡n the quantity y(x), calculated from x. The most general case of error

propagation is that, in which the derived quantity depends on several independent

variables. A physical quantity y may be a function of m variables x¡, x2, ... xmthat are

measured separately. If it is possible to make the assumption that the fluctuations of

the variables x¡, x2, ... xm are un-correlated their contribution can be expected to

vanish in the limit of a large random selection of observations. Then, the most

probable valué of the indirect measured quantity y is calculated as

y = f(xl,x2,...,xm) (3.2.13)

Statistical variations <yk of one of these measurement variables xk lead to

corresponding variations ayk in the result of y. Assuming a Gaussian normal

distribution of the discrete measurement variables, the relation between oy and <jyk

can be expressed in Gauss's law of error propagation.

m

Í (3-2.14)

The discrete standard deviation ayk is given as the root sum square of the products of

the standard deviation of each data point ak multiplied with the effect, which it has on

the determination of the parameter y.

CT;,=Í^-)CT¡ (3.2.15)

The expression df/dxk represents the partial derivative of the function f(x¡, x2,..., xni)

with respect to the variable xk at the point *,, x2, ..., xm. Henee, the complete

relation for the propagation of errors can be found as
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3.2.4 Least square fit

If in an experiment one independent variable x is varied and the dependent variable y

measured, for every valué x¡ a measurement y, is observed. The obtained data

consists therefore of pairs of measurements (xi,y¡) of an independent variable x and a

dependent variable y. Thus, a function/is searched, which fits the experimental data

as well as possible.

The following section will concéntrate on the fitting of a straight line to measurement

data, since later in the data analysis such a fit of a linear function is required. Two

parent coefficients a and b shall be defined that the actual relationship between >> and

x is given by

y(x) = a + bx (3.2.17)

As the coefficients of the linear function cannot be determined exactly with only a

finite number of observations, the problem is to establish criteria for minimising the

discrepancy of the data points and the fitted graph. There is no unique correct

method for optimising the coefficients, which is valid for all cases. There exist,

however, a method, which is established experimentally as being appropriate and

can be well justified theoretically. This is the method of the least squares. For

simplicity in the following discussion is assumed that all the uncertainty of the

measurement can be ascribed to the dependent parameter. This assumption is true

if the independent variable x can be considered to be determined with a precisión

considerably higher than the one of the dependent quantity y. Identical to the curve

fitting performed in the data analysis this is not always justified, as the deviations are

for both quantities nearly equal. According to Bevington [11] the fitting procedure is

still accurate if the uncertainties of both quantities are combined and assigned to the

dependent quantity y only. The total uncertainty of the measurement i results as the

root sum square of the standard deviation of y¡ and the contributing relative

uncertainty ofx,

Where Ax stands for the full measurement range of the quantity x.
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In the following the full derivation of the least square method is refused and only the

¡ntehm results and the final outcome derived of the method of máximum likelihood

are given. For further information it shall be referred to mathematical

handbooks[12][13].

In principie, the method of máximum likelihood consists of making the assumption

that the observed set of measurements is more likely to have come from the actual

parent distribution of the equation (3.2.17) than from any other similar distribution

with different coefficients. Thus, the best estimates for a and b are those valúes

which maximise the probability P(a,b) for making the observed measurementy, about

the actual valué y(x¡).

exp (3.2.19)

As the first term is a constant, maximising the probability is equivalent to minimising

the sum in the exponential. The quantity % is defined to be this sum and considered

the measure of quality of the fit. The method of finding the optimum fit to the data will

be to minimise this sum of squares of deviations ^ and, henee, to find the fit, which

produces the smallest sum of squares. If the uncertainties of the data are not equal

throughout, it is necessary to use the standard deviation as weighting factor.

Therefore, each term in the sum of j¿ is weighted according to how large or small the

deviation is expected to be at that point before summing.

m A . , m

2 _Y y¡ -
=2~~zr2<T;

min (3.2.20)

The minimum for the function % is the one which yieids a valué of 0 for both of the

partial derivatives with respect to each of the coefficients a and b.

d , d ^
-y~ -— , X

da da~f
= 0 (3.2.21.1)

A 2 _ l y
~dbX ~ dbtf

= 0 (3.2.21.2)
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Solving the set of normal equations in (3.2.21.1) for a and b leads to the coefficients

for which % is minimum. The solution for a and b can finally be found as

m v - m

Z ±L- yZi_ _ yZL_ y xi>i
»=i o-r M a. í=1 a; /=1 crr

(3.2.22.1)

\
AI ¡=1 a: ;=1 a; ,=I crr (=! cr,

(3.2.22.2)

i=l u ¡ , = 1 ^ , -

(3.2.22.3)

Error of the fit

As all the data points y¡ have been used in the determination of the parameters, each

has contributed some fraction of its own error to the uncertainty in the final result. In

order to find the uncertainty in the estimation of a and b in the fitting procedure it is

referred to the theory of the propagation of errors discussed earlier in this chapter.

Identically here the standard deviation of a parameter p is given by the root sum

square of the producís of the standard deviation of each data point a¡ multiplied with

the effect, which it has on the determination of the parameterp.

1=1

dp

dv,
(3.2.23)
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Using the theory of error propagation the estimation for the uncertainties of the

coefficients a and b can be estimated as

I m „ -

T I ^ (3.2.24.1)

(3.2.24.2)

^ ^

Correlation coefficient

As it can be justified physically that the data analysed in the experimental section

has obviously a linear dependence, it is left out here the full theory of the correlation

analysis. However, as the linear-correlation coefficient r is given in the results section

to substantiate the linear dependence of the data, a short description of the latter

shall be given.

A measure to indícate the degree of correlation between the dependent variable y

and the independent x is the correlation coefficient r. For the verification of a linear

dependency r is calculated by assuming that, if the dependent variable y relates to

the independent x in a linear form, also x has to relay on y linearly.

y = a + bx o x = a' + b'y (3.2.25)

The analytical solution for the inverse slope b' is similar to that for b in equation

(3.2.22.2). Generally the valúes a'and b' are different from the valúes a and b.

However, if the variables x and y are correlated b will relate on b'. By rewriting

equation (3.2.25) the relation of b and b' will be shown.

^ + l x = a + bx (3.2.26)
V V
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For a complete correlation follows from relation (3.2.26)

b = \ => bb' = \ (3-2.27)
b

If there is no correlation there will be no tendency of y to ¡ncrease or decrease with

¡ncreasing x, and, therefore, the least square fit must yield for both cases a

horizontal straight line with the slope b=b' =0.

The experimental linear correlation coefficient r is therefore measure of the degree of

the linear correlation and defined as

- x¡y¡ Y h Y y¡
2 ZZ J _2 2-4

í=i cr(. í=1r = V66' = v • y (3.2.28)

The valué of r ranges from 0, where there is no correlation to ±1, when there is

complete correlation, while only the magnitude and not the sign of r is important.
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4 Experimental

The experimental investigation of the overall receiver efficiency, defined as the

quotient of input and output power of the receiver system, requires a determination

of various quantities. To be able to calcúlate the output power as the enthalpy

difference of the inlet and outlet cooling water, the respective water temperatu res as

well as the water volume flow has to be measured. For a better understanding of the

measurement principie and optionally resulting errors, the measurement instruments

of the temperature and volume flow respectively are described in section 4.2 and

4.3. The determination of the input power is performed by the flux density

measurement system PROHERMES that is examined in detail in the following

chapter4.1.

4.1 The Flux Density Measurement System

The flux density measurement is an important quantity for the assessment and

improvement of the components of solar thermal plants. To be abie to specify the

performance of a receiver system e.g., the amount of incident radiation on the input

side of the system has to be known. Together with a calorimetric measurement on

the output side, it is possible to calcúlate the efficiency of the system.

In general, flux density measurements can be divided into two methods. With the

direct measurement the flux density is determined by one ore more radiometers

which are mounted in the desired measurement área. The disadvantage of this

concept is that only a few spots are measured where the interpolation between the

measurement spots is difficult. Additionally, if mounting too much radiometer they

disturb the experiment and thus the results would be corrupted.

The indirect measurement method is much better suited to measure flux density

distributions over large áreas. At this concept, an ideal diffusely reflecting surface, a

so-called Lambertian target is put into the beam path. The directed solar radiation

brought into focus by the heliostat field meets the target surface where the radiation

is diffusely (non- directed) reflected. The image, taken by a b/w camera of the normal

reflection, consists of a light ¡ntensity distribution over the measured área. The

obtained grey valúes in the picture correspond qualitatively to the flux density of the

regarded plañe.
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Through the measurement of a reference spot with a radiometer, it ¡s possible to

assign a physical flux quantity to the corresponding grey valué. The calibration

function, where different flux densities are classed with the respective grey valúes

over the whole measurement range, allows it to transfer this assignment to each

pixel of the recorded image. This results in a flux density distribution over the whole

desired measurement área. The spatial resolution of the measurement is only

dependent on the resolution of the recording system and is generally order of

magnitudes better than the one of the direct measurement technique. Figure 4.1.1

¡llustrates the principie and components of a flux density measurement.

CAMERA —f / DATA

CAMERA MONITOR
FRAMEGRABBER wmm

Figure 4.1.1: Principie of the indirect flux density measurement (source PSA/DLR)

The flux density measurement at the REFOS testing plant ¡s performed with a

measurement system named PROHERMES ( programmable heliostat and receiver

measurement system) which is the successor of the previous system HERMES,

both developed at the PSA. PROHERMES consists of a moving bar as Lambertian

target, a CCD camera to record the image, a radiometer used for the calibration and

an image processing software to evalúate the obtained pictures. For the flux

mapping of the whole module entry plañe, the moving flux target is mounted in front

of the receiver module. It performs a circular (90°) movement during 6s downwards

and back to the upright position. Meanwhile the CCD-camera records a series of

images of the moving bar with a frequency of app. five pictures per second.
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So for one flux measurement about 24 to 39 pictures are made, dependent on when

the recording phase ¡s started. Out of this sequence, cutting out the moving bar of

each picture and composing the single pieces to one picture a result ¡mage ¡s

calculated. The recognition of the moving bar, the cutting out process and the

composition is done by macros in the processing software ÓPTIMAS. Figure 4.1.2

shows an example of a result image calculated out of a series of moving bar

pictures.

Figure 4.1.2:Result picture out of a sequence of single moving bar images

As the accuracy of this measurement method depends on the accuracy of all parts of

the measurement system, in the following sections the individual system

components of PROHERMES are described separately and more detailed.

4.1.1 The CCD camera

The camera, which was developed by THETA SYSTEM Electronic uses a CCD-

sensor (Charged Coupled Device) of the type Frame Transfer. The CCD chip

consists of a matrix of 288x384 quadratic pixels an área of (23x23) film2. The total

sensor área is 8.8mm x 6.6mm. In the CCD chip electron-hole pairs are generated

by the incident radiation that results as an analogue signal proportional to the

amount of photons hitting each pixel of the CCD chip. The incident electromagnetic

radiation of wavelength shorter than app.1 micron has sufficient energy to genérate

electrón hole pairs while the silicon chip and the camera optics are opaque for

ultraviolet radiation. This leads to sensitivity from app. 350nm to 1100nm [15]. Thus

the whole visible spectrum that mainly interests ¡n the measurement is covered.
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Nevertheless, electrón hole pairs can also be generated ¡n the silicon crystal grate by

thermal agitation, which energises some electrons into the conduction band. These

electrons are trapped ¡n the potential wells and assimilated with the signal. The rate

of charge generation due to thermal movement in the chip is highly temperature

dependent and can be reduced by active cooling. As the CCD-chip, however, cannot

be cooled to an arbitrar/ low temperature, a so-called dark current ¡s always

generated. At the Theta SIS camera the chip is cooled down to 14°C by a Peltier

element. Lower temperatures are not recommended, as otherwise the CCD chip

would collect condensing humidity. However, through the constant temperature

guaranteed by the Peltier element a constant dark current level is maintained which

later can be subtracted from the recorded image.

The optical device at the front end of the CCD array is an 80-200mm Soligor zoom

objective. A set of neutral density filters is fitted to reduce the incident light intensity

on the CCD chip, which would otherwise satúrate the sensor. The analogue signal of

the captured picture is transferred to an A/D converter board, where it is digitised

with a resolution of 14 bit. That leads to a grey valué gradation from 0-16383 grey

levéis. A further important criterion for a camera that is supposed to be used as

measurement instrument is its linearity, which means a constant sensitivity of the

semiconductor pixel overthe whole measurement range of the camera. According to

the manufacturer this criteria s fulfilled with a deviation of app. 0.5%.[15]
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Figure 4.1.3:Linearíty of the THETA SIS Camera (source [15])
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Generaliy, two definitions of resolution of a camera system used for measurement

purposes can be given, imaging resolution (lowest resolvable área or space), and

measurement resolution (lowest resoivable valué). The measurement resolution Rm is

defined as

Vmax is the maximal video signal in greylevels and the factor 212 stands for digital

resolution of the A/D converter. The imaging resolution R¡ is dependent on the size of

the CCD array and its distance to the object d It is possible to express R¡ as ratio of

object, pixel and sensor área respectively or by defining a resolution angle a.

a = arctan (4.1.2)

The resolution angle can be measured easily by determining the slit response

function (SFR) of the CCD camera. The SRF is obtained by recording a slit with

variable width d and constant high light intensity contrast R. With decreasing width

the pulse amplitude of the slit decreases as well. A plot of the measured pulse height

expressed as the modulation factor versus slit width angle forms the SRF-curve

where the resolution angle is defined at 90% of the modulation. Martínez Moya [14]

has previously measured the SRF for applications in the Solar Fumace. His results

give a resolution angle of 0.8mrad. At the REFOS test setup this leads to an

resolution where one pixel on the CCD chip corresponds to app. 1cm at the

measurement plañe. The camera is mounted in a caravan between 5th and 6th

heliostat row, perpendicular to the measurement plañe. In table 4.1.1 the

specifications of the Theta SIS camera are summarised [15].

Type

Sensor

Number of pixels (spatial resolution)

Size of a pixel

Spectral sensitivity

AD-converter (grey valué resolution)

PELTIER-cooling

Thomson TH 7863

Frame Transfer CCD

288 lines x 384 colums

(23 x 23) |im2

ca. 350-1100 nm

14 Bit (0- 16383 GV)

-25°C to 25°C

Table 4.1.1: Specifications ofthe Theta SIS camera
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4.1.2 The Moving Bar

In general a flux target must have a high heat conductivity to dissipate the absorbed

heat load and has to fulfil the optical requirements. In special the reflectivity of solar

radiation must be high and independent from the wavelength within the range of

spectral sensitivity of the video camera. Despite a provided high reflectivity the

temperature of the target surface increases. Therefore, the reflectivity should be

independent from the surface temperature. Additionally, the incident radiation must

be diffusely reflected to be independent from the angle of incident radiation.

An ideal diffuse reflecting surface is called Lambertian reflector. For materials which

neither show a macrostructure of their surface ñor a preferential orientation in

microscopic scale, the dependence of the angle of incidence can be reduced to a

two dimensional problem. Henee, the definition of ideal diffuse reflection can be

stated as the constaney of the quotient of reflected radiation and the reflecting

angle B.

(4.1.3)
COS&

The observed target brightness is therefore independent of the angle of observation

and irradiation respectively. Indeed the irradiance decreases with the cosine but in

the same manner the reflecting surface appears reduced. The spatial distribution of

the reflected radiation on such ideal diffuse reflecting surfaces obeys the Lambertian

cosine law.

(4.1.4)

Where p(&) is the angle dependent reflectivity and p0 the maximal material and

surface dependent reflectivity. The reflection characteristics of a Lambertian surface

can be seen in figure 4.1.3.

Since an adequate material meeting all requirements is not known, the target had to

be built of two materials: A surface with good optical properties and a body with high

thermal conductivity.
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90°

45°

22.51

Figure 4.1.4: Direction characteristic of the reflectivity at Lambertian surfaces

For the target in form of a moving bar utüised in the REFOS project, aluminium has

been applied in the construction of the body. Aluminium with its high heat

conductivity and its low specific mass fits the requirements for a moving target in the

best way. The aluminium plates are coated with the Amercoat 741 painting for

getting the required diffuse reflection characteristics. Amercoat 741 was chosen

because it almost has the very good optical properties reported of plasma-sprayed

Alumina [16] [17] but is much lower in price. The reflection behaviour of

Amercoat 741 is examined in detail in chapter 5.1.2 where also possible errors of the

measurement due to not ideal diffuse reflection are investigated.
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4.1.3 The Radiometer

As essential to calíbrate indirect measurement systems the radiometer ¡s one of the

most important measurement devices. Therefore as well as to prepare for the

calculations presented later, the theory and function principal are explained briefly at

this stage.

The Thermogage radiometer (model 2000-73) used in REFOS is manufactured by

the American company Vatell Corporation, Blacksburg (Virginia). The measurement

principie of this type of sensor is the one of after its inventor named Gordon Gauge.

The transducer ¡s ¡n principie a differential thermocouple pair measuring the

temperature difference between the centre and the circumference of a thin circular

foil disk. The disk is bonded to a cylindrical heat sink and a copper wire is attached

to the centre of the foil. When a uniform heat flux is applied to the circular foil by

radiation, for neglecting other heat losses the path for the heat absorbed by the foil is

radial outwards towards the copper body. This produces a temperature drop, which

is only depended on the circular foil thermal resistance and the absorbed flux. The

inner thermocouple junction becomes hotter than the outer junction does and

therefore its potential becomes greater. The difference of the two thermocouple

potentials, measured from the centre to the copper body is therefore a voltage,

dependent on the temperature difference between the foil centre and the heat sink.

The temperature difference between centre and border of the foil again is, neglecting

second order effects2, directly proportional to the heat flux over the foil surface. This

fact results from the heat balance of an elemental annulus of the foil. The heat

balance corresponds the Fourier differential equation of heat conductivity (3.1.5) in

polar co-ordinates

d& O 1 d ( d&)
cp— = -— + — — / - — (4.1.5)

H dt Ás rdr{ dr K '

With c, p and X, like defined before, the specific heat, density and heat conductivity of

constantan respectively. — stands for a heat source that is equal to the absorbed

radiant flux that is distributed over the depth of the constantan foil s.

2 In especial heat losses through convection and radiation as well as the temperature dependency

of A.
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The solution of 4.1.5 can befound according section 3.1.1 as

(4.1.6)

Setting r=0 for the foil centre relation (4.1.6) becomes

R2 (4.1.7)

This equation illustrates the proportional reiationship between heat flux density over

the radiometer surface and the temperature difference between foil centre and hat

sink. Owing to the temperature difference and the thermal electrical properties of the

copper wire as a thermocouple, the electrical output signal is directly dependent on

the heat flux density. The standard foil is made of constantan and the heat sink is

copper. A scheme of the sensor is shown in figure 4.1.5.

Iiicident Irradiation €?

1
Farabolic
T amper ature
Distrihution

^ "y V v V Y ' V T

Constantan
Foil

'hs

Copper j¿¿~-—
Leads

Copper

Figure 4.1.5:Function principie of a Gordon Gauge

The scaling function of the radiometer is retrieved from the Thermogage data sheet.

As the irradiation was given in the Anglo-American unit BTU/ft2s (British Thermal

Units) it had to be transformed into kW/m2 by multiplying the calibration function with

the constant factor 11.347 m . The calibration function can be seen in figure
BTU/

/ fr sec
4.1.6 while the heat flux gage specifications are summarised in table 4.1.2.
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Figure 4.1.6".Calibraron ofthe Thermogage radiometer

Sensor type

Serial Nr

Sensor Scale Factor

Sensor Sensitivity

Calibrated Heat Flux Level

Sensor Coating

Sensor Coating Emissivity

2000 - 73

6529

11.282 BTU/ ft2 sec/mV

0.09mV/BTU/ft2sec

0-120BTU/ft2sec

Zynolyte

0.94

Table 4.1.2: Thermogage Circular Heat Flux Gage specifications

The circular foil heat flux gauge is calibrated by comparing its output to that of a

working reference gauge, with both sensors illuminated by the same radiant flux. The

working reference as well as the recorder is annually calibrated with tractability to the

American National Institute of Standards (NIST). Experiments performed at Vatell

have shown that the difference in the heat flux emitted from the two sides of a

properly mounted graphite píate, as uniform heat flux source is less than two

percent. Together with additional errors the accuracy of calibrations performed on

circular foil heat flux gages at Vatell is stated as being 4% [22].
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Unfortunately, there is no error information of the manufacturar for the use of

Thermogage radiometers for measurements under the non-laboratory conditions of

measuring a solar spectrum on a power tower. Thus, the error has to be estimated

from calculations and experiments. The results of theoretical and practical error

study performed on the Thermogage radiometer will be discussed later in the results

section.
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4.2 Flow Measurement

For the measurement of the water flow in the cooling water circuit that ¡s essential to

determine the mass flow and later the heat absorbed by the cooling water, a

magnetic inductive flow measurement system is applied. The used measurement

system promag30 is manufactured by the Germán company Endres+Hauser. A

schematic setup of the measurement instrument can be seen in figure 4.2.1. In the

following the measurement principie and theory of the inductive flow measurement is

explained briefly.

Figure 4.2.1: Setup of the magnetic inductive flow measurement technique

The measurement principie of magnetic flowmeters is based on Faraday's law of

induction. The change of the magnetic flux over time leads according to this law of

nature to an induced voltage uind.

Uind = —
di

(4.2.1)
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The magnetic flux that is defined as

<Dm=-JBdÁ (4.2.2)
A

can be changed either by varying the magnetic induction B orthe cross section dA

of the magnetic flux. By moving an eiectric conductor of the length L in a magnetic

dA
field with the velocity v the cross section área dA is changed by — = L • v

dt

At the magnetic inductive measurement principie the flowing médium corresponds to

the moved conductor. Thus, for a number of tums of N=l an eiectric currency uind is

induced between to points in the flow.

2

uind = |(vxB)dL (4.2.3)
i

Here v is the velocity of the charge carrier in the flow and di the route element of

the eiectric conductor. If 5,vand the path of integration are perpendicular to each

other equation (4.2.3) simplifies to

L L

U = J v B dL = B JvdL- = B-L-v (4.2.4)
o o

Where v is the average velocity over the tube cross section. From that follows the

flow with a cross section área of A=m-2 and L=2r as

(4.2.5)
at 2 - B

The appearance of an induction currency can also be explained by the effect of the

Lorenz forcé that affects moved charge carriers in a magnetic field. The shift of the

ions in the fluid through the constant Lorenz forcé causes an electrochemical

polarisation of the fluid. Thus, a polarisation D.C. voltage arises that interferes with

the measurement potential. This disturbing effect is avoided by applying a time

varying magnetic field.
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The utilisation of a magnetic induction in form of a sinus signal B(t) = B • sin(¿y • t)

leads to a modulated measurement voltage where the first term with the amplitude

Ü = L • B • v contains the measurement valué.

u = Ú- sin(¿y • t)+KwB cos(a • t) (4.2.6)

co is thereby the angular frequency, K a constant and t stands for the time. The

second, phase-shifted term, which is independent on the flow, is the transformer

voltage. This latter voltage arises from the fact that the signal leads to the measuring

circuit, combined with the effective current path through the fluid, form a complete

loop that is cut by the alternating flux. Although careful attention to the positioning of

the signal leads can reduce this signal appreciably, it is still necessary to use

measurement circuits, which reject this unwanted component. With help of the

synchrony-demodulator of a lock-in amplifier, it is possible to suppress the

interference currency while the measurement signal yields to an effective DC signal.

The manufacturer specifies the reproducibility as well as the accuracy of the flow

measurement to be less than 1% under reference conditions. This high accuracy

firstly might be surprising. However, if there is taken into account that no moving

parts or mechanical linkages are involved in the measurement system, the

measurement accuracy is under reference conditions mainly limited by the

restrictions of the voltage measurement. This error statement is in accordance with

information of measurement technique handbooks [18], where magnetic flowmeters

generally are stated with an accuracy and reproducibility of better than 1%

respectively.
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4.3 Temperature Measurement

The temperature measurement in the cooling water of the REFOS heat exchanger is

performed by the use of a platinum resistance thermometer. The resistance

thermometry utilises the characteristic relationship of electric resistance with

temperature to measure temperature. For metáis this relation can be expressed by

R, = (4.3.1)

where Ro is the resistance at reference temperature (usually at ice point, 0°C), R, the

resistance at temperature T and a, b and c temperature coefficients of resistance.

Platinum with its small resistance changes for non-temperature effects but relative

large temperature coefficients has the optimum characteristics for a temperature

measurement over wide range.

The resistance-temperature relationship for platinum resistance elements is

determined from the Callendar equation above 100°C [18]

(4.3.2)
ccRfí U00 JlOO

where Sis the Callendar constant including the higher order terms of equation (4.3.1)

and 9 the temperature in °C. Figure 4.3.1 shows the Resistance-Temperature

relationship of a 100 Q Platinum resistance thermometer (PtlOO)
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Figure 4.3.1: Resistance-temperature relationship of a PtlOO (source [18])
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The accuracy of the resistance thermometer is mainly dependent on the calibration.

It ¡s defined as the ability to conform to its predetermined resistance temperature

relationship and is commonly expressed ¡n percent and falls within 0.1% - 0.5% of

the actual temperature reading [18].
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5.1 Thermal losses of the pressurised air loop

Before evaluating the measurement data, the thermal loss of the REFOS calorimeter

¡s calculated to prove the effects on the overall receiver efficiency or rather to include

the results in the efficiency calculations.

The thermal loss of the pressurised air loop mainly occurs by conduction and

radiation of the heat exchanger and the receiver vessel respectively. In order to be

able to use the empirical heat transfer model described in Wármeatlas [20] it was

essential to simplify the shape of calorimeter. For that reason a model of the loop

was prepared to approximate the shape of the calorimeter and the vessel.

Furthermore, the assumption had to be made that the temperature is constant over

the surface of the respective parts of the model. However, temperature

measurements with an infrared camera have shown that in good approximation the

pressurised air loop can be divided into áreas with constant temperatures. In figure

5.1.1 and 5.1.2 respectively parts of the calorimeter loop can be seen. Figure 5.1.3

shows the results of the temperature measurement at the receiver vessel as a

composition of single IR-images.
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Figure 5.1.1: IR- image of the heat exchanger and the cooling water hoses
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Figure 5.1.2: IR- image of tube between blower and receiver inlet

Figure 5.1.3: Infrared image ofthe receiver vessel
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The temperature of the cooling water hoses and the double jacket heat exchanger

tube that can be seen ¡n figure 5.1.1 is supposed to be equally around 60°C. The

temperature difference in the IR-picture results from different emissivities of the

rubber hoses and the metallic tube. As the tube between blower and receiver inlet

that ¡s illustrated in figure 5.1.2 is not insulated ñor ¡s a double jacket tube like the

heat exchanger, the temperature is higher as at the rest of the calorimeter loop.

Figure 5.1.3 demonstrates that the receiver vessel in good approximation can be

divided into three regions with constant temperature while the inlet and outlet tube

connection form another temperature zone.

As result of the measurements, the model of the pressurised air loop was created of

ten cylinders and one píate at four different temperature levéis. Six inclined cylinders

are representing the calorimeter tubes and hoses. Another five cylinders

approximate the receiver vessel and an inclined píate estimates the top cover of the

receiver. The model with its specifications can be seen in figure 5.1.4.

not insulated tube
blower

receiver vessel
\

IOOO

FEFOS cío sed
cooling Circuit

heat
exchanger tube

1100

100 °C

• 120 °C

D 150 °C
Figure 5.1 A:Scheme of the pressurised air loop model

In the following the procedure of the calculation, the necessarily made assumptions

and the used heat transfer models with their relations are outlined and explained
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Convection heat loss

Like described ¡n chapter 3.1 the convection heat loss is calculated as

(5.1.1)

Where here 9am is the ambient air temperature and &w the body temperature of the

respective segment of the loop with its surface A. The heat transfer coefficient a can

be calculated as explained in chapter 3.1.2 out of the heat conductivity X and the

classification number Nu with the characteristic length L of the particular heat

transfer model.

(5.1.2)

Dependent on shape and flow characteristics various empirical relations have to be

applied for the calculation of the Nusselt number. The model of a strong inclined

píate at free convection is used to estímate the heat transfer at the top cover of the

receiver vessel. According to Warmeatlas [20] the relation for Nu can be found as.

•0,387[i?a-/1(Pr)]1/6J- (5.1.3)

where Ra is the Rayleigh number defined as

Ra = Gr-Vr (5.1.4)

/¡(Pr)denotes a function of the Prandl number Pr, which is a summary of property

valúes and can directly be read from property tables.

-(16/9)

(5.1.5)
I Pr )

Gr is the Grashof number defined for an inclined píate as

v

y stands for the inclination and L for the characteristic length that is for an inclined

circular píate defined as the diameter of the píate, v is the kinematic viscosity and (5

the thermal exchange coefficient of air respectively.
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The property valúes of air used in the calculation are read from property tables [20]

atp=Jbar and the average temperature 3

3=—^ (5.1.7)

The Nusselt number for the cylinders at free convection with an inclination of y=35° is

estimated out of the Nusselt number of a píate Nup free [20]

Nuz r=35=Nup fre(;+0,97— (5.1.8)
d

where d is the outside diameter and L again the characteristic length defined here as

the height of the cylinder.

For the tubes inclined by y=55° the model of the horizontal cylinder is selected while

the inclination is included in the Grashof number.

(5.1.9)

/¡(Pr) is similar to equation (5.1.5) a function of the Prandtl number denoted as

/3(Pr) =
9/16

Pr J

-(16/9)

(5.1.10)

The Rayleigh number Ra is calculated in the same manner as for the píate using

equation (5.1.4) and (5.1.6).

Due to defective insulation, the operation temperature of the receiver vessel is higher

than expected in the construction. Because of the 15 bar inner pressure the

máximum temperature of the steel was limited to below 200°C. To counteract this

effect, ventilators are mounted around the vessel for cooling purposes. Therefore, at

the receiver vessel also forced convection has to be taken in account. For the

superposition of free and forced convection a new Nusselt number must be

calculated as a combination of Nu for free and forced convection.

+ Nu)orccd (5.1.11))orccd
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Before calculating Nuforce(i it has to be proven if the model forturbulent or laminar flow

can be applied. Thus, the Reynolds number Re is calculated and compared with the

critical Reynolds number for the considered case. Re ¡s like defined in chapter 3.1

Re = ̂  (5.1.12)

with v the average air flow velocity resulting from the ventilators outside the vessel, I

the characteristic length and v the kinematic viscosity of the air at average air

temperature. As the Reynolds number for all considered shapes and air flow

velocities is lower than the critical Reynolds number Rec=5-l(f, it can be assumed

that a laminar flow ¡s taking place around the receiver vessel and the tube

connections.

Since the ventilators blow on the receiver back on an angle, for the tube connection

of the vessel the model of an oblique overflowed cylinder is chosen. Nu can be

calculated as [20]

M¿ = 0.75-0.664VRe-3VPr (5.1.13)

where the factor 0.75 results from an inclination of 45°. Here the characteristic length

is stated as the overflow length L = —d with d the tube diameter3.

It results that for the longitudinal streamed píate model used to calcúlate the heat

transfer at the receiver cover the same relation for Nu (5.1.13) is valid. However,

different from the oblique overflowed cylinder here the receiver diameter has to be

used as characteristic length L.

Although the ventilators are blowing on the receiver edge in an angle of app. 45°, in

good approximation it can be assumed that the resulting flow is forced after a short

time to be parallel to the body surface. From that follows, that the flow characteristics

along the cylinder is similar to the one at a píate. Henee, for the cylindrical surface of

the receiver vessel also the model of the longitudinal streamed píate can be applied.

For the cylinder, however, the length of the receiver vessel results as overflow length

L. Like for the tube connections, for the receiver cylinder and píate respectively, the

factor of 0.75 relates as well to the inclination of the air flow of 45°.

3 The Reynolds number is for the calculations performed here in the definition border

(5-104 <Re< 10') of equation (5.1.13). Therefore, the latter is valid for all the calculated cases.
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Thermal radiation

The calculation of the radiation heat loss turns out to be problematic. Due to the

complex geometry of the calorimeter system, it is not possible to solve the double

integral (3.1.21) to determine the radiation number ^ as described in chapter 3.1.

Therefore, <p¡j has to be estimated for the particular part of the model.

For the calorimeter loop, this can be done by using the relation for the geometrical

arrangement of two infinite long parallel cylinders shown in figure 5.1.5 to calcúlate

the radiation number between these two bodies [9].

(Pcc =
1

71
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h
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(5.1.14)

h

Figure 5A.5:Model oftwo parallel cylinders to calcúlate (py

From that, it is possible to determine <pc_am for the radiation exchange between the

cylinders and the surroundings appiying the summation theorem (3.1.22) as follows.

<Pc <,n (5.1.15)

The REFOS calorimeter room as surrounding is thereby assumed to have the ideal

property of a cavity and the emitting surface to radíate as ideal diffuse radiator. The

radiation number for segment 1/2 (see figure 5.1.4) of the calorimeter loop result as

<Pc ™l/2 =
K

500
350.

- 1 + arcsin
350 500

5OO~35O
= 0.6 (5.1.16)
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For segment 3/4 and 5/6 this formulation leads to

<Pc a,»3i4 = 1

n

(2000V , . 350 2000
. -1+arcsin350 2000 350

= 0.9 (5.1.17)

amS.'b

n

850v

.350.
- 1 + arcsin

. 350 850

850 350
= 0.8

J

(5.1.18)

For the complex tube system of the closed cooling circuit, it is not possible to

calcúlate (pcjm- However, in account of similar geometric properties it is assumed that

the average of the radiation number is approximately the same as calculated for the

calorimeter loop segment 1 and 2 respectively.

As the receiver vessel interacts with the as cavity supposed calorimeter room that

surrounds the receiver system, its radiation number can be estimated by <pcjm=l-

The receiver píate however, interacts mainly with the calorimeter system itself and

thus in first approximation does not contribute to radiative heat losses.

Additionally to the latter assumptions it has to be taken into account that app. 15% of

the loop and receiver surface is covered by other parts of the pressurised air loop.

The resulting irradiation numbers for the particular parts of the model are

summarised in table 5.1.1

model parí

Tube 1,2

Tube 3,4

Tube 5,6

Receiver vessel

Receiver top cover

CW hoses

Radiation number

(Pcjirn = 0.5

(Pc_am= 0.8

(Pc_am=0.7

<Pcjim=0.9

(Pc_am=0

<Pc_am = 0.5

Table 5.1.1: Radiation numbers for the pressurised air loop

The emission coefficient s was chosen according to [20] to be e=0.6 for the

calorimeter loop and the vessel that both consist of steel. For the closed cooling loop

made of black, porous rubber hoses an emissivity of s=0.9 was selected.
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Results

The calculation was performed utilising the technical computing language MATLAB.

The main program can be seen ¡n appendix 1.A summary of the heat loss results

calculated at the respective segment temperatures and an airflow velocity of 1.5 m/s

is given in table 5.1.1.

Cylinder 3
Cylinder 4

Cylinder 5
Cylinder 6

Cal.- Loop

Cylinder 1
Cylinder 2

Cylinder 7

Cylinder 8

Píate

Vessel

Hoses

Total

Área

[m2]

1,39
0,71

2,28

2,54

6,93

0,35
0,35

2,59

0,86
0,76

4,90

2,83

14,66

Temp.

°C

130

60
60

60

-

200

200

100

130

130

-

60

-

a

[W/m2K]

4,83

3,48
4,02

4,01

-

8,37

8,37

7,63

7,63

7,93
a

3,17

-

i¿ Convection

[W]

671
75

275
306

1327

492
492

1384

659
601

3627

269

5222

i¿ Radiation

[W]

763

85
240
268

1355

294

294

867

475

0

1929

279

3563

Q loss

[W]

1433
159

516
574

2682

786

786

2251
1134
601

5556

548

8786

Table 5.1.2: Summary ofthe heat loss calculation

Table 5.1.2 illustrates that the receiver vessel with more than 60% of the total heat

loss is the part of the pressurised air loop with the most heat losses. This is not a

surprising result as the temperature of the vessel is much higher. Additionally the

heat exchange coefficient, caused by the forced convection, is roughly the double of

a at the rest of loop. However, due to its big surface also the calorimeter loop

contributes significantly to the total heat loss while the cooling water hoses are

almost negligible. The results show clearly that the radiation heat transfer already at

these relative low temperatures is of importance. Henee, the total radiation heat loss

being 42% ofthe total can definitely not be neglected.
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As various assumptions and simplifications have been made for the computation, it

is difficult to determine a representative error of the computed valúes. One of the

main uncertainties comes from unknown flow properties at the receiver vessel.

Figure 5.1.6 illustrates the dependency of the total heat loss on the airflow velocity.

Total heat loss ¡n dependence of w

10500

10000

_ 9500

S 9000
O

8500

7500

tai heat ioss

/

y

c« . ._ L _„._.. „

L _ „ _ _ _ „

0.5 1 1.5 2
air stream velocity [m/s]

2.5

Figure 5.1.6: Total heat loss Óm versus air stream velocity

The air flow velocity v is measured using the wind speed indicator ANEMO (Deuta)

to be v=l,5m/s in front of a ventilator used to cooi down the receiver. Not only that

the measurement principie of a wind wheel is not very accurate but mainly that the

airflow of the five ventilators is not constant over the receiver surface, make it difficult

to determine the flow conditions. The graph in Figure 5.1.6 shows that the air stream

velocity has a strong influence on the overall receiver heat loss. Relatively small

deviations in w lead through the changed heat transfer conditions to big changes in

Om. The error of the airflow velocity measurement and the inconstancy of the flow is

approximated to be ±0.5m/s which leads to an error in Qltt, of AO,OI= ±700Wor ±8%.

Another important source of error is the one in the temperature determination,

especially the assumption that the temperature is constant over the segment

surface. Figure 5.1.7 shows the ¡nfluence of deviations in the temperature on the

total heat loss.
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5.2 Radiometer simulation

To be able to estímate possible systematic errors in the radiometer flux density

measurement, a heat flux gage similar to the one used at REFOS is simulated using

the formulas of heat transfer described in section 3.1. The program written in the

technical computing language Matlab can be seen in appendix 2.

As the specifications of the radiometer utilised in the PROHERMES flux

measurement system are not available, the calculation is done using a model of the

gauge with typical dimensions [22]. Therefore, the results of the simulation are

possibly not directly transferable to the measurements with the Thermogage

radiometer. However, it can be assumed that at similar conditions the valúes

measured are comparable to the computation outcome and show the same

dependencies.

<D

Copper heat sink Constantan foil

1 füu

s =0.15mm

D = 3mm

Figure 5.2.1 :Model for the radiometer simulation
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Total heatloss
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Figure 5.1.7:Total heat loss Ótot versus AT

A realistic average deviation in the temperature of ± 10°C leads to another error

of ±18%.

Including the error made by the simplification of the loop for the calculation of

app. ± 10% and assuming a Gaussian distribution of the deviations the most

probable error can be estimated as

AÓ - ±V7002+16002+9002 = +1965 (5.1.19)

Thus, the relative error of the total thermal loss is guessed as being around ± 20%.

This involves that the results presented here cannot be more than an estimation of

the real heat loss of the REFOS calorimeter. However, regarding the whole system,

it results that the huge error of the heat loss ¡s relatively small compared to the

receiver output power. Henee, as shown later, it barely affeets the aecuracy of the

overall receiver efficieney determination.
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Iteration model

The computation includes besides the heat conduction also heat transfer through

thermal radiation and convection and the temperature dependency of the heat

conductivity X. Unfortunately, through the enclosure of these effects the balance over

the radiometer gets complicated. As no solution was found for Fourier's differential

equation for heat conduction (3.1.2) with a source term that has a fourth power

dependency on temperature, an iterative method is chosen for the performance of

the calculations. The iteration model is explained in the following section.

To be able to describe the radiometer by simple heat exchange relations, the

constantan foil is divided into small differential ring plates. Such a ring píate can be

seen in figure 5.2.2. A heat balance is carried out over the single rings elements,

while the temperatures 9¡ at the inner radius r¡ and &„ at rH are iterated. Due to the

constant electric conductivity of constantan4, for each element the heat conductivity

can be calculated according to equation (3.1.4) as

Thereby is A?o°c the known heat conductivity at 9=20°C from which Á(3) can be

calculated at the respective element temperature S¡.

The iteration starts in the foil centre with a temperature starting valué, while the

result &a is passed outwards to the following element as initial condition. This

procedure is repeated until the calculated end-temperature at the outer radius of the

foil fits the initial conditions of a fixed copper heat sink temperature5. Finally, the

iterated temperatures of the single ring elements form a radial temperature

distribution of the calorimeterfoil.

4 Constantan, as having a temperature resistivity coefficient yt of only1*10" , is assumed to have a

constant electrical conductivity over the considered temperature range
5 The copper heat sink temperature can be assumed to be fixed and constant as the radiometer

body is connected to the REFOS cooling water circuit. Since the quantity of heat absorbed by the

radiometer is much less than the heat that could be dissipated by the cooling water, the radiometer

body is held on a constant cooling water temperature.
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The heat balance at steady state over a ring píate element leads to the following

relation.

<?;„ + qim,d + Quh + <íracl + écanv = 0 (5-2.3)

With q.u the incoming conduction heat flow, qirmú the absorbed heat of the

irradiation, qah the conducted heat flow, qmd and qcmv the heat losses through

radiation and convection respectively. The incoming conduction heat flow <j.Js

thereby calculated as the absorbed heat qirmJ of the circular píate with radius r¡,

minus the heat losses <?raí/and qcanvof that part of the constantan foil.

Qirrud ri Qrad_ri 1amv_r¡ (5.2.4)

conv

qab

q a b

Figure 5.2.2: Balance over ring píate element

The irradiation hitting the foil surface under an incident angle of 90° is assumed

constant over the whole sensor surface. For the convective heat loss of the foil, the

model of an inclined streamed píate (5.1.13) described in chapter 5.1 is used. As the

direction of the wind is not known at the radiometers operating position, a

representative wind direction is used as input data for the simulation. According to

the annual summary of meteo-data in 1997 [21] the preference wind direction is

chosen to be 45° to the foil surface normal. The emissivity of the foil coating is

selected according to Thermogage [22] as s=0.94.
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As an example of the balance resuit, figure 5.2.3 shows the two-dimensional

temperature distribution calculated for an irradiation of 0=5OOkW/?n2. In figure 5.2.4, a

one-dimensional temperature graph can be seen as sectional view of figure 5.2.3

through the foil centre.
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Figure 5.2,3:2D-Temperature distribution ofthe radiometer foil
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Figure 5.2.4: One dimensional presentation ofthe foil temperature
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• • - • • - • • • • • • \

Results

Due to the small sensor surface and the relatively low temperatures, the ¡nfluence

through thermal radiation losses with less than 1% on temperature, tums out to be

negligible. Therefore, the study will concéntrate on the effect of variations in two

quantities, the cooling water temperature and the wind speed.

Similar to the real heat flux gage, the radiometer model has to be calibrated, too. The

calibration of the sensor is simulated under laboratory conditions at a cooling water

temperature of 20°C and no infiuence by wind. With the resulting temperature

distribution, the voltage at the sensor's leads can be calculated using the thermo-

potential data of the copper-Constantan thermocouple [23]. The resulting calibration

curve is illustrated in figure 5.2.5. If the computed data points are examined closer, a

non-linearity can be noted. This behaviour origins from the temperature dependent A

that superimposes the counteracting infiuence of the non-linear thermo-potential

graph of the copper-Constantan thermocouple and furthermore leads to the

calibration curve in figure 5.2.5. The thermocouple potential versus temperature can

be seen on the following page in figure 5.2.6.
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Figure 5.2.5:Calibration for simulated radiometer
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As the calibration data of the Thermogage radiometer, however, is provided in form

of a linear calibration function, here as well straight line shall be used to fit the

calculated calibration data. The error resulting from this inaccuracy is supposed to be

included in the sensors variance of 4% that is indicated by Vatell [22].

o
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Figure 5.2.6: Thermo potential ofthe copper-Constantan thermocouple [23]

The calculation results demónstrate the cooling water temperature as systematic

error source. As mentioned, due to the good heat transfer between the radiometer

body and the cooling water and the low quantity of heat absorbed by the calorimeter

foil, the copper body of the radiometer can be assumed to be equal to the cooling

water temperature. Since the radiometer at the REFOS test setup is connected to

the closed cooling circuit with a water temperature of around 40°C the heat sink

temperature is significantly higher than under calibration conditions. With raising

cooling water temperature, the thermal conductivity X increases, too, and therefore

more heat is dissipated from the foil centre. Henee, it follows that the temperature

difference between the hot thermocouple in the foil centre and the reference heat

sink thermocouple declines, which leads to a lower voltage at the sensor wires. This

voltage again is according to the calibration function in figure 5.2.5 proportional to

the incident flux and so the measured flux density is lower than the real irradiation.

The influence of this effect is illustrated in figure 5.2.7 versus the cooling water

temperature.
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305 310 315
Cooling water temperature in K

320

Figure 5.2.7: Flux density measurement error due to cooling water temperature

The results presented in figure 5.2.7 are calculated at a wind speed of w=0m/s and

an irradiation of 500kW/m2. At a cooling water temperature typical for REFOS of 313K

(É: 40°C) this effect leads to a systematic error of app. A(f>g=2%. The error seams to

have a linear dependency on the cooling water temperature. This is not a surprising

result as at w=0 the convective heat loss is negligible and conduction is the only way

for heat dissipation from the foil centre. Thus, the linear dependence of the heat

conductivity I (3.1.4) can be seen ¡n graph 5.2.7.

Another systematic error forms the heat loss of the calorimeter foil through

convection, which is not longer negligible under wind influence. In figure 5.2.8, the

error is plotted versus the wind speed at a flux density of 500kW/m2. For an average

wind speed of 20 km//? (= 5,5m/s), the forced convection heat loss leads to an error

of app. A(f\v-=2%. The absolute error will decrease with lower flux densities and

therefore lower temperatures.
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Figure 5.2.8:Flux density error through convectional heat loss

Applying to the conditions of the measurement at REFOS, the calculations result

finally in a total systematic error of the radiometer flux measurement of.

=4% (5.2.5)

As both systematic errors are dependent on the foil temperature, which again is

dependent on the incident irradiation, the absolute error will decrease while the

relative error retains the same over the whole measurement range.

In deed, it is questionable if this error information can be directly transferred to the

radiometer used in the REFOS test site. Differences in the specifications and

deviations in the estimated temperature dependency of X could lead to different

errors in the applied radiometer. The calculated and the real calibration function,

however, are almost identical. That points out that the specifications of the

radiometer, characterised through the foil diameter and thickness, can not be that

different from the real conditions. If the calibration is similar, also the temperatures,

that are roughly linear dependent on the output voltage, have to be in the same

range. Thus, the errors associated with the sensor temperature are likely to be

similar for both the real and the simulated model radiometer. Even if it ¡s not possible

to correct the systematic errors of the radiometer the computed valúes still can be

included in the error of the MERMES flux measurement system.
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5.3 Moving Bar Investigations

The reflection characteristics of a non ideal Lambertian target are affecting the flux

density measurement and therefore these properties have to be investigated to

estímate the influence on the accuracy of the system. The experiments performed

with the heliostats illuminating the REFOS moving target from different angles have

the objective to prove the transferability of the results reported by Neumann [17] to

the non-laboratory conditions of the REFOS movingbar flux measurement method.

Neumann and Schmitz have previously analysed the reflective properties of white

diffuse materials, in especial the Amercoat 741 painting used at REFOS and plasma

sprayed alumina [16] [17]. Of particular ¡nterest is if the low relative angles to the

optical axis of heliostats situated around the camera lead to direct reflections that

deteriórate the measurement results.

In principie, the experimental setup is the same as the one used by Neumann in

spite that the dimensions are much bigger.

Light Source

Detector

Figure 5.3.1: Setup for the experímentally determination of the movingbar
reflection properties at the REFOS power tower

The single heliostats used as light source ¡Ilumínate the movingbar under an angle a

that can be determined by its position with reference to the CESA1 tower and the

inclination of the receiver and movingbar respectively (see picture 2.3.6).

cos(a) = cos(^) (5.3.1)
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Figure 5.3.2: Angle between incident radiation and movingbar surface normal

The camera ¡s situated on the optical axis, perpendicular to the test surface ((3=0).

To vary the illumination angle, heliostats of different location in the heliostat field are

used to illuminate the movingbar target. The measurement results are illustrated in

figure 5.3.3 together with the behaviour of Amercoat reported by Neuman and an

ideal diffusely reflecting surface (cosine) as reference.

110-,

x measurement data
amercoat (lab-study)

• ideal (cosine)

20 25 30 35 40 45
60

¡llumination angle

Figure 5.3.Z:Movingbar reflectivity measurement results
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The measurement uncertainty due to the osciliating heliostats6 and the following

fluctuations of the flux density distribution at the moving bar is too high to be able to

make an exact statement about the reflective properties of the movingbar. As single

heliostats are used, this heliostat movement comes to surface significantly, while

during the receiver test with more than 60 heliostats the oscillations partly cancel

each other out due to different phase angles. However, as can be seen ¡n figure

5.3.3, the reflectivity of the movingbar plates seem to follow the behaviour that

already was reported by Neumann. Indications for a direct reflection from the

movingbar to the CCD camera of heliostats situated around the measurement

container in the heliostat field could not be found.

The graphs in figure 5.3.3 indícate that heliostats at different relative position to the

tower lead to a different relative reflection intensity at the moving flux target. In detail,

Heliostats at the border of the heliostat field lead to a lower relative reflection as

heliostats in the centre. This results from the not ideal Lambertian reflection

properties of the Amercoat painting.

However, as this behaviour is included into the calibration it does not lead to a flux

measurement inaccuracy. Calculations show that the change in mean relative

reflection intensity of the calibrated focusing strategy due to a change of five

heliostats with an extreme low relative reflection of mínimum 0.8 does with less than

1% deviation not lead to a remarkable error.

6 The heliostats oscillate mainly because of the sun tracking each 4s but also because of wind

¡nfluences
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5.4 Flux Density Measurement

5.4.1 System calibration

Before the indirect flux density measurement principie can be used for a quantitative

interpretaron of the intensity distribution at the receiver entry plañe, the recorded b/w

image has to be calibrated. In order to genérate a calibration function that is valid

over the whole measurement range, flux map recordings are made at different

irradiation. The simultaneous measurement of a reference spot with the Thermogage

radiometer allows the assignment of a flux density to the corresponding grey valué in

the picture. However, a simultaneous flux density measurement is practically not

possible. The moving bar passes the receiver entry plañe in front of the radiometer

and therefore covers the latter being at overlap position. Therefore the last six

radiometer measurement valúes7 before the pass of the moving bar are averaged

and assigned to the pixel that overlaps the radiometer position in the corresponding

picture. This results in an uncertainty that is expressed as standard deviation a¡x of

the flux density averaging. Thereby besides the statistical fluctuations of the

radiometer itself, also deviations, due to changes in irradiation during the recording

time of a moving bar sequence, are considered.

To be able to apply the calibration on the following measurements, the camera

adjustment, the used optics (i.e. filters and objective) as well as the flux target have

to be maintained in unmodified form for the whole measurement campaign. The

calibration recorded on Septemberthe 23rd 1999 for the flux measurement campaign

on 24th and 28th is shown in figure 5.4.1 at the end of this section. The errorbars

indícate the variation of the respective measurement point. Included are besides the

deviation of temporal changes of the wind speed, as well as the standard deviation

of the measured flux density and the región of interest over the radiometers position

Groi respectively. A región of ¡nterest (roi) has to be applied instead of the exact

radiometer position, as the limited spatial resolution of the camera does not allow an

exact radiometer location. The resulting uncertainty <jro¡ can therefore be seen as the

experimentally determined error, due to the limited spatial resolution of the camera.

7 This corresponds to a measurement time of six seconds for the recording of the whole moving

bar sequence
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According to the meteorologicai data recorded at the calibration day an average wind

speed of \=20km/h with estimated temporary variations from measurement to

measurement of Av=±20km/h is used. Thus, the calculations with the radiometer

simulation result in an error of A0CV=±2%. To give an overview, the uncertainties

affecting the calculation of the calibration factor shall be summarised in table 5.4.1.

Error
A(f)cv =±2%

Ofxi

&roi i

Source
radiometer

radiometer

resolution

Origin
Fluctuation due to changes in wind speed

std of the flux measurement

std of the grey valué

Table 5.4.1: Uncertainties affecting the determination ofthe calibration factor

The statistical uncertainty of the radiometer measurement, as partly cancelling each

other out, can be calculated to one resulting uncertainty.

A® /r = (5.4.1)

In order to be able to use the curve fitting theory explained in chapter 3.2.4, the

standard deviation ofthe grey valué is assigned to the flux density error according to

equation (3.2.18).

N 2

A® = A® (5.4.2)

AGV is thereby the measurement range of the grey valúes.

Before the slope of the linear fitting function is calculated with equation (3.2.22.1),

the respective measurement points are statisticaiiy weighted with the corresponding

uncertainty A® f ¡ . The error of the linear fitting coefficient b indicated in figure 5.4.1

is estimated using relation (3.2.24.1). The correlation coefficient R =0.998 confirms

thereby the selection of a linear fitting function to describe the calibration.
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Figure 5.4.1 -.Calibration ofthe flux measurement system on 23.09.99

Applying the law of error propagation, the error in the calibration factor leads to an

uncertainty for each pixel of

AcDr/ =(GV- 4,23 • 10"4 )úV = ±1 % (5.4.3)

This small error of hardly 1% illustrates that the main error in the flux density

measurement does not come from the calibration factor itself. However, as zl^only

includes the statistical deviations of the measurement data during the calibration

procedure, additionally the sensor uncertainty indicated by Vatell as A<ftsens=4% and

systematic errors in the flux density measurement with the affect the calibration

accuracy. A summary of uncertainties and errors that, as being assigned to the grey

valúes, are related to the calibration is given in table 5.4.2.

Error
Afcj=±l%

A(j)scl,s=±4%

Afem=4%

Type
statistic

statistic

systematic

Origin
Uncertainty of the calibration factor b

Measurement uncertainty of the radiometer (manufacturer data [22]]

Systematic error calculated with the radiometer simulation

Table 5.4.2: Errors affecting the flux density measurement system calibration
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The fluctuations in the spectral emissivity of the sensor coating that was taken into

consideration as potential error source turns out to be negligible. As the sensor

surface appears in a black colour without reflections or shimmering it can be

assumed that the emissivity is apart of small fluctuations around the mean valué

constant over the visible región of the solar spectrum. Coating specifications

provided by Vatell for the infrared range ¡Ilústrate an emissivity with random changes

of app. 5% around an average valué of s=0,94. As the calibration of the heat flux

gages is performed with black body radiation, the effect of the random changes at a

jagged solar spectrum is investigated. Thereby the emissivity fluctuations are

generated by adding a random number8 to the mean valué of the emissivity. The

calculations ¡Ilústrate that the effect equals out very quickiy while integrating over the

whole solar spectrum. The difference in percent between a constant and a randomly

changing emissivity that is used for the integration can be seen in figure 5.4.2. The

results show that the fluctuating emissivity does with less than 1% not lead to a

significant error in the flux density measurement.

emissivity
solar spectrum (am2)

10

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500

-2

-4
4000

wavelength [nm]

Figure 5.4.2:Error due to fluctuating emissivity

8 The random number is generated with Matlab assuming a Gaussian probability distribution with

máximum deviation around zero of ±0,05.
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5.4.2 Measurement results

In this section, the results of the flux density measurement campaign on September

the 24th and 28th that are later used to calcúlate the overall receiver efficiency are

presented. As an example for the flux density distribution at the REFOS

measurement área that covers all four aimpoints, a typical flux density map in form of

the b/w image recorded by the camera is shown in figure 5.4.3. The corresponding

flux density profile is illustrated in figure 5.4.4.

/:-¿^^*TW&^¿*iÍ^

Figure 5.4.3:F/ux density map recorded on 28.09 at 14.28pm

At closer inspection of the picture, the single moving bar pieces can be identified.

This appearance results partly from smeared edges of the moving bar due to the

target movement throughout the recording time of 20ms. Although that the

evaluation macro already reduces this affect by considering only the inner part of

each movingbar-cut for the composition of the result image, part of the unintentional

aspect remains. Another reason why the single moving bar pieces can be identified

is that the recording of the complete sequence takes about six seconds.
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For the complete coverage of the measurement área, images have to be used from

the upward and downward movement of the moving bar. Thus, pictures of movingbar

cuts are composed together that are recorded at different times. Especially through

the sun tracking, but also because of wind influences, the heliostats oscillate with a

frequency of around 0.25Hz, which leads to a movement of the focus on the

measurement plañe. This again results in a dislocation of flux density peak ¡n the

neighbouring moving bar pieces recorded at different times. Figure 5.4.3 shows that

this influence is more distinct in the upper región of the image. As there the recording

time difference is the largest, this confirms the given explanation for the disjointed

image. The mean error Aórec resulting for each pixel in the image has to be estimated

from the fluctuations of the radiometer valúes during the measurement time, that is in

average Aérec=2%.
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Figure 5.4.4:Flux density distributlon on 28.09 at 14.28pm
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For the calculation of the receiver efficiency, the mean flux density Oin the

secondary entry plañe is used to calcúlate the input power Pin. Therefore, the

secondary región in form of hexagon is cut out at its position in the image of the

whole measurement área. The man flux density is determined by integrating the flux

density distribution in the secondary aperture <j>in(x,y) over the entrance área A¡.

(5.4.4)
A\

Where x and y are the coordinates in the plañe of the secondary concentrator.

The integration procedure is performed by an evaluation macro of the image

processing software ÓPTIMAS. The macro calculates the mean flux density in the

secondary aperture by averaging over the measured valúes at each pixel of the

recorded flux density distribution in the secondary aperture. From that, the ¡ncoming

power is computed as the multiplication of O with the área of the secondary entry

plañe A¡.

Pin=®-Al (5.4.5)

The total input power over the day is shown in figure 5.4.5 for the measurements on

September the 24th and for the 28th figure 5.4.6. The error bars indícate thereby the

total measurement error which origin and determination is explained in detail in the

following error analysis chapter.

The fluctuations in the input power that can be seen in the two graphs origin partly

from changing meteorological conditions but mainly through changes of the heliostat

configuration.
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5.4.3 Error analysis

Correction of systematic errors

Before the total error of the flux density measurement is calculated, correctable

systematic errors are removed from the measurement results. Therefore a dark

current and shading correction is performed.

Dark current correction

As the recorded flux density images are overiapped by a dark current due to thermal

movement in the CCD chip (see chapter 4.1.1), the results are distorted by this

unwanted thermal effect. In order to correct for this systematic error a virtual dark

current image is subtracted from the recorded picture. The DC image is taken at

totally closed aperture, which reduces the origin of the resulting picture to the

thermal agitation. In order to compénsate for random changes in the DC correction,

the average of several recordings is used. Studies on dark current correction have

shown that the accumulation of more than 20 images does not improve the statistical

data to an extent that would justify higher data acquisition times [14]. Therefore, an

accumulation number of 20 images per picture was determined as an optimum.

Figure 5.2.1 shows a typical averaged dc-image of the THETA SIS Camera.

50
300

350

Figure 5.4.7: Typical dark current image of the ThetaSIS Camera(i}CcD=14°C)
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A closer inspection of the dark current image shows a non-even intensity distribution.

The reasons for this are the longer dark current generation time of the pixels ¡n the

last rows of the CCD chip during the readout process, and a non-uniform

temperature distribution in the CCD chip caused by the Peltier cooling element.

In addition to dark current noise, other noise sources like photogenic noise, temporal

noise and fixed pattern noise occur, which distort the output signal. However, these

noise sources are inherent in the measured dark current noise and are therefore

included as a hole in the dark current characteristics of the THETA Slow Sean

camera.

Shading correction

A shading correction frame is required to make corrections for variations in system

response. It removes the effeets of varying detector response, damages of the CCD

device, spatial attenuation because of dust and spherical aberration due to optical

errors of the lenses and uneven filters. As a resuit of the CCD-chip's linearity one

shading picture is sufficient to correct an object image anywhere within the available

dynamic range as long as the optical components like lens and neutral density filters

do not change [14]. At the recording of a shading image the camera is exposed to a

light source with an even intensity distribution. Appearing ¡nhomogeneities in the

recording can then be attributed to errors of the camera system. Instead of the

common way of using an Ulbricht sphere, the uniform illumination of the blue sky at a

clear day is used for recording the shading picture. The 'blue sky' method, which is

according to previous studies equal to the utilisation of the Ulbricht sphere, has the

advantage that it is much easier to perform.

Before processing the recording to a correction matrix, the image has to be corrected

with its corresponding dark current image. Then a shading coefficient S(i,j) for each

pixel of an image can be calculated as

(5.4.6)
^ ' shade

Where GVshade(i,j) is the measured grey-level valué of pixel P(i,j) of the image,

and GVshade the mean grey-level of all pixels in the shading image.
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Beside the errors examined in the calibration chapter 5.4.1 various other error

sources are affecting the measurement of the incoming power. In the following their

origin shall be illustrated and the influence on the total incoming power will finally be

estimated for each error source. At the end of this chapter the total error of Pin is

calculated taking into account all the errors and uncertainties affecting the

determination of the total incoming power.

Error íhrough fluctuations of the wind speed

As the uncertainty in the calibration factor A$Cf0n\y includes the statistical deviations

of the measurement data during the calibration procedure, additionally the changes

in wind speed between calibration and measurement have to be taken into account.

According to the meteoroiogical data the temporary variations from measurement to

measurement can be estimated as Av=±20bn/h. The resulting variation is calculated

with the radiometer simulation to be app. A<f>cv=±2%. The uncertainty due to changing

cooling water temperature resuits with less than 1% negligible.

Error by incorrect size and dislocation of íhe secondary roi

To be able to calcúlate the mean flux density in the secondary aperture the

hexagonal secondary concentrator has to be located in one of the images of the

whole measurement plañe recorded with the CCD camera. As up to now this step is

not included in the evaluation macros, the selection is performed by hand. Thus, an

error has to be estimated that reflects the possibility of selecting the secondary

concentrator at an incorrect location and/or with incorrect size. Tests have been

carried out in which the secondary región of interest (roi) was purposely dislocated

by two centimetres, which corresponds through the spatial resolution of the camera

to a misplacement of app. two bits on the CCD chip. The resuits ¡Ilústrate that

displacing the secondary hexagon by two bits in direction of the steepest flux density

gradient leads to a maximal error of two percent. The dislocation in the opposite

direction yields the same result but with inverse sign. Thus, the error by dislocation

can be stated as A(f>dis=±2%. Additionally an error of A<psize=±l% due to a possibly

incorrect size of the secondary entrance plañe of AA¡=±2% has to be taken into

account.
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Unceríainty through variations ¡n atmospheric conditions

Before the total error of the flux density measurement is calculated, another new

error source has to be defined. As solar radiation passes through the atmosphere,

the spectral contení that reaches the surface is a function of the optical path length

of the suns radiation. Aerosol scattering and absorption, water vapour absorption

and the transmittance through ozone and mixed gases ¡n the atmosphere affect the

solar radiation and will therefore also influence optical measurements carried out in

similar spectral regions. Figure 5.4.8 ¡llustrates the change of the suns spectrum at

different zenith angles characterised by the air mass.

As the CCD cameras sensitivity is limited to a spectral range from 300 to llOOnm the

recorded picture only includes part of this effect. James E Pacheco and Richard M.

Houser [24] have calculated the ratio of irradiance in the wavelength range 300 to

1 lOOnm to that in the 300 to 4000nm wavelength range9 for different sun position. The

calculations show that variations of water vapour and turbidity can change the

measurement result up to Aal= ±3%.
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Figure 5.4.8: Solar spectrum at different air masses

This wavelength range covers nearly the whole solar spectrum.
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Error by displaced measurement plañe

As ¡t is not possible to move the target in the secondary entry plañe, the movingbar

passes the receiver system 25cm in front of the latter. Theoretically, this

displacement of the measurement plañe leads to an error as the measurement

occurs not exactly in the focal spot of the heliostats. However, as the distances

between the heliostat field and the receiver are huge compared to the focal spot this

error is assumed negligible. Additionally, in practice not all the focuses of the single

heliostats can be adjusted to meet each other ideally in one focal point. Therefore,

the focus has anyway a three-dimensional extensión where there exists no exactly

determinable focal plañe.

Error through incomplete covering of the secondary

During the evaluation of the flux measurement data, a systematic error was

discovered that has its origin in the incomplete covering of the secondary by the

composed movingbar pieces. As the movement of the flux target ¡s not synchronised

with the recording time of the camera, under certain circumstances it is possible that

there is no picture taken at the lower point of regression of the movingbar translation.

Therefore, some images contain a black stripe at the lower edge of the secondary

entry plañe that, as calculations have shown, leads to an máximum systematic error

of A<f>cov=l%.
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Total measurement error

The total measurement error results from several error sources that are all examined

¡n the previous sections and chapters respectively. A summary of the errors affecting

the flux density measurement is given in table 5.4.3 .

Error
A(j)cf=±i%

A(i>sens=±4%

A<pcv=±2%

Afcam=±l%

A<f>rec=±2%

A(f>dis=±2%

A<t>size=±2%

Acf>n!=±3%

A0COV=1%

A<f>sim=4%

Type
statistic

statistic

statistic

statistic

statistic

statistic

statistic

statistic

systematic

systematic

Origin
Uncertainty of the calibration factor b

Measurement uncertainty of the radiometer (manufacturer data [22])

Changes of radiometer heat losses through wind speed fluctuations

Limited accuracy of the used hard- and software

Disjointed image

Dislocation of the secondary región of interest

Incorrect size of the secondary región of interest

Changes in atmospheric conditions

Incomplete covering of secondary by the movingbar

Systematic error calculated with the radiometer simulation

Table 5.4.3: Summary of errors affecting the flux density measurement

Thereby, the uncertainties of the limited spatial resolution, the amplifier accuracy and

the limited measurement resolution through the A/D converter are included in the

uncertainty of the camera A<pcwn.

The statistical errors can be combined to a most probable error as the root-mean-

square of the particular errors, while the systematic error has to be treated

separately

AcD = ± ], = ±6,6% (5.4.7)

As the error due to incomplete covering of the secondary región of interest A0COV=1%

does as mentioned not appear in all images the error is only added to the upper

confidence level. Thus, in contrast to the systematic error of the incorrect radiometer

measurement A0sim=4%, ¡t does not influence the lower confidence level.

In principie, the single pixels of the CCD chip can be seen as independent

measurement device. However, as all measured grey valúes are assigned to a flux

density with the same calibration, the single pixels are coupled through the

calibration function.
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Thus, the Gaussian law of error propagation cannot be applied to determine the

influence of the radiometer errors on the input power P/n. Instead of that, the resulting

error for the input powerzlP,-,, is estimated in the same way as the input power is

calculated. As the experimentally determined error of the secondary entry área A¡ is

in Afais, A<fisize and A<f>cov already expressed in terms of a power deviation, the error

information can be directly transferred to the incpming power PilL

A' ;V

YA® -Í>. V O
f-< ' 4-1 ' (5 4 8)

AR = — 4=A<D - ^ A = A O -P. V • • '
"' N ' N

Relation 5.4.7 shows that the radiometer errors introduced to the measurement can

be in form of a relative error zl^directly transferred to the input power.

The incoming power Pin can therefore finally be stated as

This uneven distribution of the error demonstrates that the real incoming power is

much more likely to be bigger as the measured valué. In detail, Pin is in average

expected to be about 4% higher than the experimental result. However, as the data

used for the error calculation partly is speculative, a correction of the efficiencies is

not performed.

The results of the error calculation show clearly that the main error source is the

radiometer that introduces with Afcf, A0sens and A(j)cw the greatest uncertainty to the

measurement result. A neglect of all other error sources due to the camera and

recording influences would lead to an error of 4,6%. The use of a more accurate

radiometer is therefore the main possibility to enhance the accuracy of the flux

measurement. Additionally the improvement of the image quality and a computerised

selection of the secondary región of interest would minimise A(j>rec, A^dis, size and

A(j>cov and therefore improve the quality of the measurement result, too.
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5.5 Overall receiver efflciency

The overall efficiency of the REFOS receiver system ¡s a function, which depends

mainly on the technological characteristics but also on the experimental conditions

as the chosen focusing strategy, operating temperature and input power flux.

In figure 5.5.1 a balance of the receiver is shown, where also radiation and reflection

losses of the secondary concentrator and the absorber respectively are included.

However, as the efficiency results directly from the ¡nput and output power, for the

calculation of an overall receiver efficiency these quantities are of secondary

¡mportance.

ü
p,

out

Corarl ' Conví

Figure 5.5.1 -.Balance over the REFOS receiver system

The simplest definition of the overall receiver efficiency at steady state is the ratio of

the gained power Pmi, by the outlet fluid and the input power Pin in the receiver

aperture.

Vrec
P,.

(5.5.1)
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The output power Pou, of the denominator ¡s thereby defined as the enthalpy change

between the output and the input air in the receiver. Due to the difficulty to measure

the air mass flow at high temperatures, Pout has to be estimated through the cooling

water of the REFOS calorimeter loop. As the REFOS circuit ¡s a closed cycle for a

first estimation it can be assumed that all the heating power in the air is transmitted

to the calorimeter water cooling circuit. However, to make the energy balance correct

the heat loss of the pressurised air loop Q,oss calculated in chapter 5.1 has to be

introduced into the efficiency calculation.

P°'"+Qhss (5.5.2)

For the following calculations is assumed that the calorimeter surface temperature

does not change significantly at changing operation conditions. From that follows,

that the heat losses of the pressurised air loop are constant and the calculations in

chapter 5.1 can be used to correct the measurements at all operating conditions.

The output power Pout is calculated as the enthalpy difference between the incoming

and the outgoing air per unit time of the calorimeter loop.

Pou, = m • (hM -h.m) = Vw • Pw(&) j .c p w {3 ) d9 (5.5.3)
9m

As the specific heat of water cpw(&) is temperature dependent, it has to be integrated

from the inlet temperature 3in to the outlet temperature &out. This can be done by

¡ntegrating over the polynomial Pcpw fitted to the temperature dependent property

valué. The data for cpw(&)[20] and the corresponding fitting function is illustrated in

figure 5.5.2 and equation (5.5.4).

0~4^2 -1,186• ÍO"5^3 +1,53• 10~854 -4,79-10"1 1 ,95

(0.0.4)

As the input power is already determined in chapter 5.4.2, here will not be elaborated

on the calculation procedure again and it shall be referred to the latter chapter.
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Figure 5.5.2:Temperature behaviour ofthe specific heat of water cpw

A main problem in calculating the receiver efficiency is to determine the steady state

conditions ofthe system, where an efficiency calculation can be performed according

to equation (5.5.2). As due to constantly fluctuating irradiation and changing system

parameters the ideal definition of steady state cannot be reached, a selection ofthe

measurement data has to be made. Thus, a criterion has to be found to define a

threshold for the usability of the recorded data. For that reason, a program was

written in the technical computing language Matlab that utilises the derivation of

characteristic system parameters to determine the steady state conditions during a

measurement day. The first derivation represents the slope of the parameter graph,

which has to be equal to zero at ideal stable conditions where no changes are taking

place. As such an ideal steady state does not exist in the measured data, a tolerance

around zero is accepted for the derivation of the considered characteristic quantity.

These tolerances were adjusted until the calculations led to a satisfactory result and

the steady state data is separated from the rest of the measurement.

As the absorber temperature reflects the change of inner system parameters like air

mass flow and the modification of the adjustable calorimeter capacity as well as

irradiation changes, it is chosen to be one of the four characteristic system

parameters.
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Additionally the blower speed and the flap, the quantities with which the calorimeter

performance can be varied, are included in the form that during five minutes after a

change of these parameters all measurements are supposed to be at non-stable

condition. To check the validity of the calculations the coincidence of the result is

proven with the output power derivation as last selection criteria. The results of the

steady state determination can be seen in the following section in figure 5.5.3 and

5.5.4. However, as the used parameters do not always coincide with their "decisión"

it is difficult to find a criterion that fits the set requirements in all cases. With

conventional programming methods, a criterion that cuts out all the in-stationary

measurement data while letting pass all the measurements derived at stationary

conditions could not be found. Therefore, still corrections have to be made by hand

after passing the measurement data through the steady state macró. It shall yet be

anticipated that further investigations are necessary to find a method that allows

already during the experiment to decide whether the conditions are stable or not.
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5.5.1 Results

First, the results of the determination of the steady state conditions for the two

measurement days shall be presented. The calculations have been performed using

the Matlab subroutine eff_stab.m of the efficiency calculation program ejfjnain.m that

can be seen in appendix 3. The single regions at stable conditions are marked at the

beginning with a red and at its end with a green Fine. The two graphs that can be

seen in figure 5.5.4 and 5.5.5 respectively are the normalised mean absorber

temperature (blue line) and the output power (green line) that are indicated for

verification of the calculated results.
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Different potential operating conditions of the secondary concentrator have been

tested during the two measurement days on which qualitatively evaluable flux

density measurements are available. To study the behaviour of the receiver

efficiency at varying incoming power />,-„., experiments under three irradiation

conditions were performed. These three irradiation levéis anticípate the operation on

a day with high, average and low irradiation through corresponding meteorological

conditions. Additionally, at each power input level, the dependency of the overall

efficiency on the operating temperature is examined. The results are presented in

figure 5.5.5 - 5.5.7 for mean flux densities in the secondary entry plañe that were

classif ied as 450 kW/m2±20 kW/m2, 350 kW/m^lO kW/m2 and 220 kW/m2±20 kW/m2.

The errorbars in the respective graphs indicate the experimental errors of the flux,

temperature and voiume flow measurement that are proceeded according to Gauss

law of error propagation to an error in the overall receiver efficiency rjrec. The

calculations performed to estímate the overall efficiency error Arjrec are described

later in the corresponding error analysis section.
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Besides the statistical variation of 10... 15% the errorbars include a systematic error

of the efficiency of A?]sys& -3%...-4,5%. The systematic error as resulting from the

incorrect flux density measurement is more distinct at higher flux densities and loses

on importance at lower irradiation levéis. While the statistical error information gives

a statement for the precisión of the determined efficiencies, the superimposed

systematic deviation implies that the experimentally determined efficiencies are likely

to be up to 3...4,5% to high. However, as the partly estimated error information is not

adequate to correct the determined efficiencies the systematic deviations can only

be included in the error bars.
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Figure 5.5.5: Efficiency versus mean absorber temperature at <pmean=220kW/m2or
the corresponding input power of P¡n=264kW
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Figure 5.5.6: Efficiency versus mean absorber temperature at (pmean=350kW/ m2or
the corresponding input power of P¡n=420kW
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Figure 5.5.7: Efficiency versus mean absorber temperature at </>mean=450kW/ m2or
the corresponding input power of P¡n=540kW
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A decrease of the efficiency with rising temperature is noted at all irradiation levéis

shown in figure 5.5.5-5.5.7. This effect can mainly be reduced to the thermal

radiation losses of the absorber and window respectively. This losses increase with

the absorber temperature and lead therefore to lower efficiencies at higher operating

temperatures.

Compared to the latter figures the calculated efficiencies at all available data without

a steady state selection and classification on incoming power is shown in

figure 5.5.8. Looking on the resulting graph, where hardly a specific behaviour of the

efficiency can be noted, it gets clear how important the selection and classification is

for the data analysis.
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Figure 5.5.8: Unselected efficiency data at all input power levéis

To be able to fit the efficiency data with a non-linear curve fit it is assumed that the

main temperature dependent heat loss is the radiation loss of the absorber and

quartz window ?„,<//„.„ respectively. According to rough calculations, convection of the

quartz window can be neglected, while the heat losses of the pressurised air loop

are already included to the efficiency determination.
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Therefore, the efficiency rjrec can be expressed as

P.. P -P.xloss
• p p. — p

radloss in xloss

T-, 4

•Z-V-Trai

R R.
(5.5.5)

Where Pxloss are losses mainly due to reflection and absorption of the secondary

concentrator. <x ¡s thereby the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, s the emissivity and Ae¡¡

the effective radiating surface of a hypothetical radiator emitting at the absolute

absorber temperature Trad.

As the reflection and absorption losses of the secondary as well as absolute

radiation losses of the window and absorber are not know, the non-linear fit is

performed using two variable parameters a and b.

b-{3abs+273)K£

P,.
(5.5.6)

On the assumption that all temperature dependent heat losses have their origin at

the absorber and window heat radiation respectively, while the reflection and

absorption losses are concentrated on the secondary, the fitting parameter a can be

interpreted as the secondary concentrator efficiency.

The factor b represents physically the product of the Stefan-Boltzmann constant a

with the effective emitting área Ae¡f and the emissivity e of a hypothetical grey radiator

emitting at the temperature Trílíi.

a = s- a • A
• < #

(5.5.7)

The fitting parameters for the three efficiency datasets at 540kW, 420kW and 264kW

incoming power can be seen in table 5.5.1.

a

b

Pin =540kW

0,75

2,4 -10~8

Pin=420kW

0,78

5,3 -10~8

Pin=264kW

0,8

3,9-10"8

Table 5.5.1: Fitting parameters for the non-linear fit in graph 5.5.5-5.5.7

As the Stefan-Boltzmann constant with a=5,67-10"s W/m2K4 ¡s fixed, the high valúes

for a in table 5.5.1 indícate that Aef¡oí the assumed grey radiator have to be greater
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than the entry plañe of the absorber Anbsx0,25m2. However, assuming the absorber as

a cavity with the absorber entry plañe as radiating surface ¡s a rough estimation. In

reality, the emitting surface ¡s bigger due to the hemispherical geometry of the quartz

window and the absorber respectively.

Examining the fitting parameters in table 5.5.1 it is conspicuous that the theoretically

constant expected parameters a and b vary for the each non-linear curve fit.

However, taking into account that the fitting procedures are carried out with few data

points, the results of the parameter a are in good agreement with the expected

valúes of the secondary efficiency of around 75%. The radiation heat losses resulting

from the fitting parameter b are with around. Prndhss= 8kW at a mean absorber

temperature of 9abs=500°C and app. Pradioss=30kW at 3abs=800°C significantly higher

than the results of the simulation carried out by the ITT in Stuttgart [25].

Certainly, there have to be carried out further investigations as the dataset evaluated

here is to small to valídate the made assumptions and hypothesis. Nevertheless, a

new way of evaluation of the REFOS measurement data is presented, that makes it

possible to determine out of the REFOS measurements not only the overall

efficiency but as well directly the secondary efficiency. Theoretically, it is even

possible to calcúlate with these results the mean window and absorber temperature.

However, at this stage such calculations would go beyond the scope of this thesis.
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In figure 5.5.9 the efficiency data with their fitting functions at all three irradiation

levéis are shown.
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Figure 5.5.9: Efficiencies at all irradiation levéis versus mean absorber
temperature

The graphs in figure 5.5.9 ¡Ilústrate the effect of the thermal radiation losses on the

efficiency at different operating power. As the absolute thermal radiation losses are

only dependent on the absorber and quartz window temperature, their relative

influence on the efficiency at lower radiation and therefore lower operating

temperature is stronger. This effect can be seen in the slope of the fit functions of the

respective input power level. At an entry power in the absorber aperture of 540kWthe

fitted curve is flatter while the inclination appears stronger ¡n the green and blue

graph that represent lower input power levéis. Figure 5.5.9 also indicates that an

operation at high temperatures especially at low power deteriórate the efficiency

significantly. Thus, it ¡s questionable if an operation at high temperatures and low

irradiation is reasonable.
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A dependency of the efficiency on the inner system parameters air pressure and air

mass flow in the pressurised air circuit could not be determined10. However, it was

already predicted that changes of the efficiency because of different air mass flows

and pressures respectively are if present to small to be resolvable of the variations

due to the uncertainty in the experimental efficiency determination. As changing

these two parameters does not directly effect the main losses of the REFOS receiver

system, that are the losses through reflection at the secondary and thermal radiation

of the absorber and quartz window respectively, their influence on the overall

receiver efficiency is expected to be relatively small.

10 These quantities had to be adjusted to be able to reach the desired temperature levéis at the

three irradiation levéis without overheating the receiver or being limited through the only to a

certain point adjustable capacity of the calorimeter.
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5.5.2 Error analysis

In this section, it shall be explained how the error of the overall receiver efficiency is

determined using the measurement uncertainties of the quantities being part of the

efficiency calculation.

Before the uncertainty of the overall receiver efficiency can be calculated with the

Gaussian law of error propagation, the error of the output power Pout has to be

determined. Therefore, relation (5.5.3) has to be partially differentiated according to

the three error containing quantities Vw, &¡n and &oul.

L Km) (5.5.8)

dP
fL V f { & ) (5.5.9)

(5.5.10)

Where f(9¡n) and f(3om) are the temperature dependent function of the fitting

polynomial for the specific heat at water inlet and outlet temperature

respectively (5.5.4). F{90ul) and F{9ín) are their corresponding stem functions of the

definite integral.

From that the variation of the output power Pou¡ can be calculated according to

Gauss's law of error propagation (3.2.16) as

Thereby stands a for the respective standard deviation that is determined for the

respective quantity at each measurement experimentally.
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With this result, it is possible to calcúlate the error of the overall receiver efficiency by

using once more the law of error propagation

P,
(5-5.12)

The systematic error of the flux measurement has to be treated separately and can

be calculated as the derivation of the efficiency after the error containing quantity

multiplied by its deviation.

(5-5.13)

The total error of the overall receiver efficiency results finally as

&lrec =^sla! + &Vsys (5.5.14)

The calculation result are as mentioned ¡ndicated in the graphs of this chapter as

error bars. The intermedíate and final result of the error calculation can be seen in

appendix4.
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6 Summary and Outlook

This study was performed on the REFOS solar thermal receiver which is mounted on

the tower power plant CESA-1 at the Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA), Spain. The

aim of the work is a balance over the REFOS test setup including the secondary

concentrator and the pressurised volumetric receiver. Additionally an error

calculation to verify the determined overall receiver efficiency is a core of this study.

Firstly, the heat losses of the pressurised air loop are calculated to prove their

¡nfiuence on the receiver efficiency or rather to include the results in the efficiency

calculation.

The measurement instruments used to determine the quantities for calculation of the

overall receiver efficiency are analysed in detail, to be able to lócate possible

sources of errors. Especially the PROHERMES flux density measurement was

investigated carefully, as the input power of the receiver system is known as

potential error source. Additionally, for the qualification of the radiometer that is used

to calíbrate the indirect flux measurement system a simulation of the latter has been

programmed. Thus, the influence of the non-laboratory conditions atthe power tower

on the radiometer flux density measurement, in especial the higher cooling water

temperature and the forced convection at the sensor surface, can be examined.

Together with the investigations on measurement conditions and the further

components of the flux measurement system the total experimental error of the

incoming power could finally be estimated to be APin= ±6,6% +4%.

The REFOS test plant was operated in July 1999 and September 1999 while the

data used for the efficiency calculation was recorded on 24.09. and 28.09. 1999. To

study the behaviour of the receiver efficiency on varying incoming power Pin,

experiments under three different ¡rradiation conditions were performed. These three

irradiation levéis anticípate the operatíon on days with high, average and low

irradiation. Additionally, at each power-input level the dependence of operating

temperatures on the overall efficiency is examined. The efficiency is finally presented

for all three irradiation levéis at different operating temperatures as r¡rec=0.64-0.77

dependent on operating condition.
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As opposed to the study done by Téllez [25], the pre-selection of the evaluation

points has been done more strictly. The resulting efficiency valúes, being aligned

well ¡n the diagrams of different power levéis justify this procedure.

The after irradiation levéis classified efficiency valúes have been fit with a non-linear

function. This procedure makes it possible to determine directly out of the

experimental data besides the overall receiver efficiency also the secondary

efficiency by an interpretation the fitting parameters. Further investigation has to be

made in the evaluation of the measurement data of the REFOS test side to prove the

presented results and use the possibility of characterising the single parts of the

system out of the efficiency calculations.

The error of the single efficiency valúes is estimated through an error propagation of

the uncertainties in the temperature and volume flow measurement, together with the

experimental error of the incoming power. Besides statistical variation of 10. ..15% a

systematic error resulting from the entry power determination of -3...-4,5% could be

detected. While the statistical error information gives a statement for the precisión of

the determined efficiencies, the superimposed systematic deviation implies that the

experimentally determined efficiencies are likely to be 3...4,5% to high. As the data

used for the error calculation partly is speculative, a correction of the efficiencies

should not be performed. Therefore, the systematic deviations are only included in

the errorbars.

The error calculations clearly identify the radiometer as main error source. Further

investigations have to be carried out on the radiometer, to prove the theoretical

derived deviations of the measured flux density. Knowing the origin of the systematic

flux measurement error its influence should be reduced by suppiying cooling water

for the radiometer at constant temperature of 20°C. Additionally it has to be proven if

a wind protection of the radiometer could reduce the measurement error through

convection of the sensor foil without introducing new error sources.

To enhance the accuracy and precisión of the flux density mapping it is suggested to

use only the recorded moving bar pieces of the downward movement. Possibly, the

revolving motion of the moving bar has to be slowed down to get a complete

covering of the secondary concentrator.
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However, the measurement time and therefore the ¡nfluence of changing conditions

during the measurement is thereby still reduced as only one direction of the

movingbar motion is used for the image generation.

The performance of the recording system could be improved by new movingbar

recognition software and the automatically identification of the secondary by the

image processing software. The transfer of the CCD camera control from the

measurement container to the control room of the CESA-1 power tower would

simplify the measurement procedure significantly.

A further suggestion is the implementation of a software tool in the data acquisition

that is e. g. written using the Matlab real-time toolbox and proves online whether

steady state conditions are reached or not. Thus, flux density measurements could

be carried out exactly at these stable conditions where later the efficiency can be

calculated. At an advanced stage it is conceivable that the developed macro

automatically starts the CCD camera at the determined steady state conditions,

loads the recorded picture as matrix and calculates online the efficiency with the data

of the evaluated image. The implementation of such a tool would simplify the data

evaluation considerably as well as reduce the possible error sources and make the

error calculation reproducible and more exact.
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Appendix 1

Program for the calculation of the heat losses of the pressurised air loop utilised in chapter 5.1.

Implemented Subroutines are highiighted red.11

% Calculates the heat losses of the REFOS pressurised air loop using functions

% for each (10) part of the simplified model at four temperature levéis

% ( T = 60, 100, 120, 150 °C )

clear aii , cióse all;

% Temperatures of the segments

T1=200;T2=200;T3=130;T4=60;T5=60;T6=60;T7=100;T8=130;T9=130;T10=60;

% Überstromgeschwindigk.der Luft um den Kessel

% Geschvj. in m/s

w = 0:0.1:3;% m/s

% Cali to the functions

[QdotKl,QdotSl,Qdotl,QdotKwl,al,Al]=rohrl(TI, w) ;

[QdotK2,QdotS2,Qdot2,QdotKw2,a2,A2)=rohr2(T2,w);

[QdotK3,QdotS3,Qdot3,a3,A3]=rohr3(T3) ;

[QdotK4,QdotS4,Qdot4,a4,A4]=rohr4(T4);

[QdotK5,QdotS5,QdotS,a5,A5]=rohr5(T5);

[QdotK6,QdotS6,Qdoto,a6,A6]=rohr6(T6);

[QdotK7,QdotS7,Qdot7,a7,A7,QdotKw7,QdotK8fQdotS8,Qdot8,QdotKw8,a8,A8] = Í:essel78 (T7,T8,vj) ,

[QdotK9,QdotS9,Qdot9,QdotKw9,a9,A9] = kessel9(T9,w);

[QdotS10,Qdotl0,QdotK10,al0,A10] = schiauchlO(TÍO);

Tm = round(length(QdotKl)/2); % índice der mittieren Temperatur

% Warmestrome des Rohres bei mittlerer Oberstromgeschv.'indigkeit

AR = A3+A4+A5+A6; % ges. Fiache

QdotKR = QdotK3+QdotK4+QdotK5+QdotK6; 'i ges. Konvektion

QdotSR = QdotS3+QdotS4+QdotS5+QdotS6; % ges. Radiation

QdotR = Qdot3-fQdot4-fQdot5-rQdot6; % ges

aR=0;

% Warmestrome des Kessels bei m mittierer überstromgeschviindigkeit

AK = A1+A2+A7+A8+A9; % ges. Fiache

QdotKK = QdotKl+QdotK2+QdotK7+QdotK8+QdotK9; % ges. Konvektion

QdotSK = QdotSl+QdotS2+QdotS7+QdotS8+QdotS9; % ges. Radiation

QdotKe = QdotSK+QdotKK; % ges

aK=0;

% Warmestrome der Piastikleitungen bei mittlerer OberstromgeschvJindigkeit

AC=A10; % ges. Fiache

QdotKC=QdotK10; % ges. Konvektion

QdotSC=QdotS10; % ges. Radiation

QdotC=QdotlO; 1 ges

The program ¡nduding the subroutines is available at DLR/PSA on the data CD 'Diplomarbeit Markus Pfander'

Path: \Matlab\heatloss\
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aC=alO(Tm);

% gesammt

A=AR+AK+AC;

QdotK=QdotKR+QdotKK+QdotKC;

QdotS=QdotSR+QdotSK+QdotSC;

Qdot=QdotR+QdotKe+QdotC;

a=0;

% ges. Konvektion

% ges. Radiation

% ges

% Warmestrome bei mittlern Temperaturen und mittlerer Überstromgeschwindigkeit

Data = [

A3 a3(Tm) QdotK3(Tm) QdotS3(Tm) Qdot3(Tm)

A4 a4 (Tm) QdotK4(Tm) QdotS4(Tm) Qdot4(Tm)

A5 a5(Tm) QdotKS(Tm) QdotS5(Tm) Qdot5(Tm)

A6 a6(Tm) QdotKo(Tm) QdotSo(Tm) Qdot6(Tm)

AR aR QdotKR(Tm) QdotSR(Tm) QdotR(Tm) % Rohr

Al al(Tm) QdotKl(Tm) QdotSl(Tm) Qdotl(Tm)

A2 a2(Tm) QdotK2(Tm) QdotS2(Tm) Qdot2(Tm)

A7 a7(Tm) QdotK7(Tm) QdotS7(Tm) Qdot7(Tm)

AS a8(Tm) QdotKB(Tm) QdotS8(Tm) QdotS(Tm)

A9 a9(Tm) QdotK9(Tm) QdotS9 Qdot9(Tm)

AK aK QdotKK(Tm) QdotSK(Tm) QdotKe(Tm) % Kessel

AC aC QdotKC(Tm) QdotSC(Tm) QdotC(Tm) % Schlauch

A a Qdotíí(Tm) QdotS (Tm) Qdot(Tm) % ges

% save data in file

save 'C:\My Documents\Karkus\Data . < Data -ascii -tabs;

lossplot; %plot graphics
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Appendix 2

Program for the simulation of the radiometer utilised in chapter 5.2.

Implemented Subroutines are highiighted red12

% Simulation of a Thermogage water cooied radiometer that

% is mounted at the secondary plañe of incidence of the REFOS receiver

% The cooiing water temperature of the radiometer and the

% wind speed at the radiometer surface can be variated at various

% incident flux densities

clear aii, cióse all;

% seiection of the variable

Enorm = input ( ' Choose flux density for the simulation t W/mA2 ] : ' ) ;

dispC ')

disp('Potentiai variables are : ')

disp('wind velocity (1) [m/s] , cooiing water temperature (2) [K] : ')

disp( ' ' )

number = input('Seiect a variable ( i or 2 ) : ' ) ;

mínimum = input('Enter min. valué : ' ) ; % in m/s

máximum — input('Enter max. valué : ') ; % in m/s

Tknorm=313;

thermosp; % Thermospannung des Konstantan-Kupfer Thermopaares

% Variation of the wind velocity

if number == 1

ísTknorm = input('Choose cooiing water temperature for the simulation [ K ] : ' ) .

disp ('Cooiing water Temperature = 40 °C)

v;=minimum;

E=Enorm;

Tk=313;

% Calculation of the temperature field and the currency of the

°¡ radiometer at different wind velocities and T!; =313 K

v.'hile w<= máximum

[Tsens, Rsensl = stemp(E,Tk, w); % Iteration

TsensV(i,:)=Tsens;

víplot (i) =w;

% Currency on the simulated radiometer

D (i) = polyval (Z,ma>: (TsensV (i, : ) ) ) -polyval (Z,min (TsensV (i, : ) ) ) ;

12
The program including the subroutines is available at DLR/PSA on the data CD 'Diplomarbeit Markus Pfánder'
Path: \Matlab\radiometer\
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% calculation of the ( simulated )'measured' flux density through

% calibration function at Tk = 313 K and w=0

% Calib=[ 1.8464 120.7864 -0.1523 ];

%Ecal=polyval(Calib,ü)*1000-(polyval(Calib,U(1))*1000-Enorm);

Ecal=124.1*0-(124.1*U(1)-Enorm./1000);

Fehler = Ecal*1000./Enorm*100;i Error in percent

% Spline function for plot

wploti=min (wplot) : (max (wplot) -min (wplot) ) /100 :max (wplot) ;

Fehleri=spline (v;plot, Fehler,wpioti) ;

% Plot

piot(wploti,Fehleri,'r');

xmin=min(wploti); xmax=max(wploti); ymin=min(Fehleri); ymax=max(Fehleri) ,

axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax ]);

hold, plot (wplot, Fehler, ':•:');

xlabei ( 'Wind velocity in m/s ' ) ;

ylabel('Deviation in percent');

grid on

% Variation of the cooling water temperature

elseif number == 2

E=Enorm;

Sswnorm = input ( ' Choose wind velocity for the simuiation [ m/s ] : ' ) ;

dispí'Wind velocity = 0 m/s')

Tk=minimum;

E=En orín;

w=0;

% Calculation of the temperature field and the currency of the

% radiometer at different cooiing water temperatures

v.'hile Tk <= máximum

[Tsens, Rsens] = stemp(E,Tk,w); % Iteration

TsensT(i,:}=Tsens;

% Currency on the simulated radiometer

ü(i) = polyval(Z,TsensT(i,i))-polyval(Z, Tk) ;

Tpiot(i)=Tk;

Tk=Tk+5;

i=i+l;

end

% Calculation of the ( simulated )'measured' flux density through

% the calibration at Tk = 293 and w=0

%Calib=[2.4796 147.4759 -0.2099];

%Ecal=poiyval(Caiib,ü)*1000-(polyval(Calib,U(1))*1000-Enorra);

Ecal=124.1*U-(12 4.1*U(1)-Enorm./1000) ;

Fehler = Ecal*1000./Enorm*100;% Error in percent

% Spline function for plot

Tploti=min(Tplot):(max(Tplot)-min(Tplot))/100:max(Tplot);

% Error

Fehleri=spline(Tplot,Fehler,Tploti);
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plot

piot(Tploti,Fehleri, 'r') ;

xmin=min(Tploti); xmax=max(Tploti); ymin=min(Fehleri) ; ymax=max(Fehleri) ,

axis([xmin xmax ymin ymax ]);

hold,plot(Tplot,Fehier,'x');

grid on

xlabel('Cooling water temperatura in K');

ylabel('Deviation of Calibration at Tk = 20°C in percent1);

else

% error message if entered incorect variable

disp( ' ' )

error('!! Que passa !! Start again and this time select the variable correct ! ' ) ;

end
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Program for the calculation of the overall receiver efficiency utilised in chapter 5.5.

Impiemented Subroutines are highlighted red "

% calculates the efficiency of the REFOS receiver

clear ali;

eff_load; % ioads data needed for the efficiency calculation

% Vdot = massflov; caiorimeter loop

% Tin = iniet temperature

% Tout = outlet temperature

% Qdotin = measured incomming power

i, f:-:time = time of flux measurements

eff_piot; % Vdot and Tin,Tout are ploted

eff_stab; % searches for stady state conditions

•¿ returns Índex

% Search the records in which Prohermes was used to measure during

% during stady state

while i<=fxrec

fxtime(i)=mflux{i,1);

[ v í a s t e , i n d ( i ) 1 = m i n ( a b s ( t i m e - f x t i m e ( i ) } ¡ ;

j = l ;

while j<= length (index(:,!})

if ( ind(i)>index(j,1) s ind(i)<index(j,2) )

eff_ind(ij) = (ind(i) ) ;

-Ó search the records of mdot, Tin, Tout at this times

% Vdot of the 10 valúes around the fx_measurement, 11 valúes

Vdotl(:,ij) = Vdot(eff_ind(ij)-5:eff_ind(ij)+5);

% Tin of the 10 valúes around the fx_measurement, 11 valúes

Tl(:,ij) = Tin (eff_ind(ij)-5:eff_ind(ij)+5) ;

% Tout of the 10 valúes around the fx_measurement, 11 valúes

T2(:,ij) = Tout(eff_ind(ij)-5:eff_ind(ij)+5);

% Qdot_in of fx_measurement

Pin(ij)=Qdot_in(i);

°; time of fx_measurement

Time_in(ij)=fxtime(i);

% mean abs temperature at fx measurement

T_mean(ij)=Trec(eff_ind(ij)) ;

end

end

13
The program including the subroutines is available at DLR/PSA on the data CD 'Dipiomarbeit Markus Pfander'

Path: \Matlab\efficiency\
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% statistical valúes of 10 valúes around the fx_measurement, 11 valúes

% ===> Vdot_mean, Vdot_std, Ti_mean, Tl_std, T2_mean, T2_std

[Vdot_mean, Vdot_std, Tl_mean, Tl_std, T2_mean,T2_std]=eff_stat(TI,T2,Vdotl)

% intégrate poiynom for cp*rho between Tl_mean and T2_mean

int_cprho=(feval('int cprho',T2_mean)-feval('int_cprho',Tl_mean));

% calculates the power output

Qdot_out = Vdot_mean.*int_cprho./3600;

Pout=Qdot_out;

% caiculates the error of the power output

[Qdot_std]=eff_error( Vdot_mean, Vdot_std, Tl_mean, Tl_std, T2_mean,T2_std )

err_Pout=Qdot_std;

Qdot_std=Qdot_std./Qdot_out; % in percent

% calculates the error of the power input

err_Pin=0.0 6*Pin;

Pin_sys=0.02*Pin;

% caiculates the mean flux density in the secondary aperture

f x__mean=Pin . /i . 2;

% calcuiates the efficeiency

nue=Pout./Pin;

% calcuiates the error of the efficiency

err_nue= sqrt( (i./Pin.*err_Pout)."2 + (Pout./Pin.A2.*err_Pin)."2 );

err_sys=Pout/Pin."2*Pin_sys;

Data = [Time in

Pin

err_Pin

Pout

err_Pout

nue

err nue

err_sys

fx_mean

T mean
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Result of the efficiency calculation at Pin&540kW:

Time
Pin [kW]
err_Pin
Pout [kW]
err_Pout
nue
err_nue
err_sys1
err_sys2
fx_mean [kW\m2]
Tmean [°C]

12:54:00
547,9
36,16
377,1
12,66
0,69

0,081
-0,029
-0,007
456,6
838,7

13:33:36
547,0
36,10
379,1
11,89
0,69

0,081
-0,029
-0,007
455,8
818,8

14:58:12
556,6
36,74
399,5
13,37
0,72

0,082
-0,029
-0,007
463,9
671,3

15:30:36
559,5
36,93
407,4
10,33
0,73

0,081
-0,029
-0,007
466,3
583,7

15:40:12
557,1
36,77
399,0
16,83
0,72

0,084
-0,029
-0,007
464,3
570,9

16:13:12
520,3
34,34
389,8
15,41
0,75

0,087
-0,027
-0,007
433,6
462,8

16:36:00
519,2
34,26
361,7
10,59
0,70

0,082
-0,027
-0,007
432,6
758,0

Result of the efficiency calculation at Pin&420kW:

Time
Pin [kW]
err Pin
Pout [kW]
err_Pout
nue
err_nue
err_sys1
err_sys2
fx_mean [kW\m2]
Tmeañ [°C]

11:16:12
432,9
28,57
278,6

6,33
0,64

0,083
-0,030
-0,007
360,8
745,4

11:25:48
437,7
28,89
281,8

8,38
0,64

0,083
-0,030
-0,008
364,7
749,4

11:34:48
434,9
28,71
291,5

4,27
0,67

0,084
-0,030
-0,008
362,4
724,8

12:27:36
411,3
27,15
291,9

6,88
0,71

0,087
-0,028
-0,007
342,8
674,3

13:33:00
399,5
26,36
295,3

8,32
0,74

0,089
-0,028
-0,007
332,9
514,1

14:06:00
407,7
26,91
289,2

5,51
0,71

0,087
-0,028
-0,007
339,8
587,4

14:42:00
410,7
27,10
294,0
13,17
0,72

0,087
-0,028
-0,007
342,2
555,2

Result of the efficiency calculation at ®^220kW/m2:

Time
Pin [kW]
err Pin
Pout [kW]
err_Pout
nue
err_nue
err_sys1
err_sys2
fx_mean [kW\m2]
Tmean [°C]

15:04:48
261,0
17,23
192,3
15,35
0,74

0,104
-0,018
-0,005
217,5
536,4

15:17:24
259,6
17,14
199,4
14,29
0,77

0,105
-0,018
-0,004
216,4
486,1

15:45:00
260,5
17,19
187,2
4,57
0,72

0,103
-0,018
-0,005
217,1
626,6

16:13:48
262,4
17,32
201,5

7,18
0,77

0,105
-0,018
-0,005
218,6
476,9
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